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Dear Mr. Feldman: 

The following comments are submitted on behalf of International Bancshares Corporation 

("mC"), a multi-bank financial holding company headquartered in Laredo, Texas. IBC holds 

four state nonmember banks ranging in size from approximately $520 million in total assets to 

almost $10 billion. Thus, me is well-positioned to understand the challenges of this proposal 

for FDIC-regulated banks. 

On January 17, 2012, the FDIC issued a notice of proposed rule-making (the "Proposal") that 

would require state nonmember banks with over $10 billion in assets (as determined by the four 

most recent call reports) to conduct annual stress tests, report the results to the FDIC, and make 

the results available to the public. Although none ofiBC's subsidiary banks currently have total 

assets of $1 0 billion or more, IBC has chosen to comment on the Proposal because an IBC 

subsidiary bank would be directly impacted if its total assets exceed the $10 billion threshold in 

the future and all of the subsidiary banks of me could be impacted by the Proposal due to the 

tendency of bank regulators to apply the spirit of regulations or guidance that apply specifically 

to larger banking entities to all banking entities. 
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In many recent instances, the bank regulators have evidenced a troubling tendency to apply the 

regulations that are specifically applicable only for larger banks to smaller banks under tht? guise 

that the large bank requirements represent prudent regulatory practices that all banks should 

follow. This trickle-down mentality is already showing up in recent safety and soundness 

examinations with requests for more complex modeling. Undoubtedly, there are practical and 

valid reasons why the rules were not intended for the smaller banks in the first place. Instead, 

the regulators should shield the already over-burdened smaller banks from trickle-down 

regulations driven by examiners that were intended only for larger banks since the smaller banks 

lack the resources or sophistication necessary to comply with the large bank regulations. The 

Proposalis in addition to the federal bank agencies' June 15, 2011 proposed stress test guidance1 

that has not, yet, been finalized. The purpose of this comment letter is to address the Proposal's 

requirements. 

I. Overview 

The Proposal would implement section 165(i)(2) of the Dodd-Frank Act by imposing stress tests 

on banking organizations with over $10 billion in assets. The Proposal also implements certain 

principles set forth in the federal banking agencies' proposed June 15, 2011 stress test guidance. 

The FDIC notes in the Proposal that its requirements focus on capital adequacy, and not other 

aspects of financial condition. 

The Proposal defines a "stress test" as a 11process to assess the potential impact on a covered 

bank of economic and financial conditions on the consolidated earnings, losses and capital of the 

covered bank over a set planning horizon, taking into account the current condition of the 

co_vered bank and its risks, exposures, strategies, and activities. 11 

1 On June 15, 2011, the FDIC and the other banking agencies published for comment proposed guidance 
on banks' stress testing as a part of overall institution risk management, including liquidity risk. The 
guidance addressed stress testing both capital and non-capital related aspects of financial condition; 
however, it did not impose specific stress testing requirements (76 FR 35072). As of the date of this 
letter, the June 15, 2011 proposed stress testing guidance has not been issued in final form. 
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Unlike the Federal Reserve's stress tests for over $50 billion banks, under the Proposal, the over 

$10 billion banks would conduct their own stress tests based on scenarios provided by the FDIC 

or such additional considerations "as the FDIC determines." More specifically, in November of 

each year, the FDIC would provide to each covered bank at least three scenarios, including 

baseline, adverse and severely adverse scenarios (or such additional conditions as the FDIC 

determines appropriate), that the bank must use to conduct its stress test.2 The bank would then, 

using data as of September 30th of that year, assess the potential impact of each of the scenarios 

on the bank's earnings, capital and other related items over the following nine quarters, 

·considering all relevant exposures and activities. The bank would be required to report its results 

to the FDIC by the following January 5th, including qualitative information describing the test, 

methodologies and assumptions employed and the types of risks assessed, and quantitative 

information such as pro forma capital levels and ratios, the estimated impact upon on certain 

financial measures and potential capital distributions over the nine quarter period. The FDIC 

would then review the report, and recommend any changes to the bank's capital structure that the 

FDIC deems appropriate. Finally, the bank would be required to publish the results within 90 

days of its report to the FDIC, and the Proposal states that publication on the bank's website 

would be sufficient. 

In the Proposal, the FDIC states that it expects the Proposal's stress test would be one component 

of the broader stress testing activities conducted by banks. The FDIC also states that the broader 

stress testing activities should address the impact of a broad range of potentially adverse 

outcomes across a broad set of risk types affecting other aspects of a bank's financial condition 

beyond capital adequacy alone. For example, under the June 15, 2011 proposed stress test 

guidance, the FDIC expects banks to evaluate their liquidity under stressed conditions and their 

exposure to changes in interest rates. 

2 A bank would be required to use the applicable scenarios in conducting its stress tests to calculate, for 
each quarter-end within the planning horizon, the impact on its potential losses, pre-provision revenues, 
loan loss reserves, and pro forma capital positions over the planning horizon, including the impact on 
capital levels and ratios. Each bank would also be required to calculate, for each quarter-end within the 
planning horizon, the potential impact of the specific scenarios on its capital ratios, including regulatory 
and any other capital ratios specified by the FDIC. 
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In addition, the FDIC provides that a full assessment of a bank's capital adequacy must take into 

account a range of factors, including evaluation of its capital planning processes, the governance 

over those processes, regulatory capital measures, results of supervisory stress tests where 

applicable, and market assessments, among other factors. 

Additionally, the Proposal requires banks to establish and maintain a system of controls, 

oversight, and documentation, including policies and procedures, designed to ensure that the 

stress testing is effective in meeting the requirements of the Proposal. Also, the Proposal 

requires the board of directors and senior management of each bank to approve and annually 

review the controls, oversight, and documentation, including policies and procedures, established 

in the Proposal. 

Finally, in the Proposal, the FDIC states that each bank would be required to take the results of 

the annual stress test, in conjunction with the FDIC's analyses of these results, into account in 

making changes, appropriate to the bank's capital structure (including the level and composition 

of capital); its exposures, concentrations, and risk positions; any plans of the bank for recovery 

and resolution; and to improve the overall risk management of the bank. The FDIC may also 

require "other actions" consistent with safety and soundness of the bank. 

II. Undue Burden on Regional and Community Banks 

In the Proposal, the FDIC expressly requests comment regarding the anticipated costs for banks 

associated with internal data collection and developing methodologies for stress testing in line 

with the Proposal's requirements. The Proposal's requirements that community and regional 

banks accumulate more data and undergo extra layers of regulatory analysis, oversight, and 

controls, will merely increase the compliance costs of regional and community banks. Most 

· regional and community banks do not have the financial resources and time to develop internal 

systems, including the hiring of additional personnel capable of conducting the new stress tests, 

assuming that the personnel are even available since many institutions may be located in smaller 

cities or more rural areas. 
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Furthermore, most community and regional banks do not have sophisticated information 

technology systems with robust data fields comprehensively maintained to obtain the financial 

data required to conduct the proposed stress tests. The large complex banking organizations 

have vast resources (it is our understanding they have been spending millions of dollars to 

maintain and run these tests) to conduct the proposed stress tests; however, we, and most 

community and regional banks, do not have the scale to spread high compliance costs over a 

broad base and are required to bear these costs more disproportionately than the large complex 

banking organizations. 

Community and regional banks will likely be required to rely on outside, third party service 

providers to perform the analysis, which will further increase already high compliance costs. We 

believe that the requirements contained in the Proposal will impose additional staffmg and 

operational costs to the already burdened U.S. banking industry which is currently struggling to 

comply with the numerous and complex Dodd-Frank Act mandated regulations being 

promulgated by the federal agencies. Regional and community banks already have strong risk 

management programs and are already subject to a strong and robust system of financial 

regulation. Additionally, unlike large complex banking organizations with over $50 billion in 

total assets, regional and community banks do not present undue risk to this country's financial 

system. Their operations tend to be simple and straightforward. These tests are creating 

complexity where complexity does not exist. Therefore, we urge the FDIC to weigh the 

particular needs of and potential benefit to each individual bank of the final stress test rule 

requirements with the costs of implementation and to weigh the adverse effect that the Proposal's 

requirements will have on the ability of regional and community banks to serve their 

communities. 

Furthermore, the regional community banks undergo a comprehensive and intense safety and 

soundness examination by FDIC Examiners or other regulatory agencies that thoroughly 

examine all aspects of the bank's operations. 
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Surely, this examination process is a much stronger and thorough process than some mechanical 

process that uses abstract criteria to gauge the quality of the bank's operations or assess its risks. 

Substitution of a hands-on ''boots on the ground" process with a mechanical and robotic process 

flies in the face of reason, and forcing publication of the stress test results is irresponsible. For 

purposes of determining a bank's condition, stress testing cannot be a substitute for the 

. examination process. Banks are unique enterprises and require human interaction through the 

examination process to accurately determine the condition of a bank. A ''by-the-book" 

regulatory mentality will only harm community and regional banks' operations. We note that 

this view is shared by Esther George, President of the Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank.3 

The FDIC has already applied a process somewhat similar to stress testing to the deposit 

insurance assessment process whereby it fails to account for the unique make-up of banks, 

significantly diminishing the reliance on the examination process. This has resulted in severe 

inconsistencies in applying a proper insurance assessment rate to some banks that have unique 

business profiles. When IBC visited with the FDIC about their unique circumstances that should 

warrant an adjustment to the assessment amount, the FDIC indicated that they were not in a 

position to make exceptions and the only course of action for IBC to avoid the higher assessment 

was to remain under $10 billion in total assets. This unyielding stance of the FDIC has the 

potential to deter growth of community banks. In the case of IBC' s largest bank subsidiary which 

has total assets currently slightly under $10 billion, the FDIC's insurance assessment rate would 

increase by approximately $4 million annually if its assets were to surpass the $10 billion 

threshold even by just $1 dollar. The FDIC has been indifferent to this dilemma and failed to 

respond to these inconsistencies. We are very concerned that the FDIC may utilize this same 

unrelenting approach in its implementation of the proposed stress test requirements and refuse to 

take into account the uJ1ique asset mix and circumstances of each bank before setting the stress 

testing scenarios for that bank. 

3 "Kansas City Fed Chief Takes Simpler-Is-Better Approach," American Banker (March 8, 2012). 
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Additionally, the proposed stress tests will severely impact the ability of community and regional 

banks to generate revenues because the assets being stress tested are mostly assets that generate 

interest income and fees that produce revenues to support the banks. The importance of income 

producing assets has never been greater because banks' income has been negatively impacted 

recently by new overdraft protection program restrictions and the interchange fee caps. Because 

banks are seeing a dramatic narrowing of revenue sources, they will become more dependent on 

income from the assets subject to the stress testing. Stress testing will compound community 

banks' revenue problems because it will inevitably force banks to moderate risk as they manage 

the stress test which will further constrain their earnings and, therefore, their ability to lend 

money because these are higher risk assets. This ever growing cycle of revenue destruction will 

force many banks out of business. The bank regulators must know that banking is not a risk-free 

business. Talented bank management knows how to manage the risk in a prudent way that 

allows the bank to make money that supports the bank's lending that supports the communities 

the bank serves, and creates the jobs necessary to sustain economic growth. 

Ill. Implementation of Over $10 Billion Bank Stress Tests 

As previously discussed, we have grave concerns regarding the financial strain that will be 

imposed on regional and community banks charged with implementation of the proposed stress 

test requirements. Nevertheless, we understand that the Dodd-Frank Act mandates that the FDIC 

require some form of stress testing for over $10 billion banks. The remainder of our comments 

relate directly to the FDIC's implementation of stress test requirements for over $10 billion 

banks. 

A. Need for Responsible, Coherent and Logical Stress Tests 

We are greatly concerned that the FDIC's discretionary authority to determine the stress testing 

scenarios to be utilized by each bank will not always be prudently utilized to ensure that these 

scenarios are specifically tailored to that bank's business profile, including unique asset mixes 

and operating profiles. 
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Similar to the global systemically important bank ("G-SIB") capital surcharge assessment 

methodology, the Proposal's stress test measurements will utilize contrived and artificial gross 

numbers and rely on the application of a mathematical formula to those assets without any regard 

for the actual risk of each particular asset. 4 For lending assets, the stress test measurements will 

not take into account the unique differences between all banks and their assets. Accordingly, the 

stress test measurements will not accurately measure the risk of each loan. For example, there 

may be a loan with a 80% LTV with a credit score of 800 that is marked down 20%, and another 

loan with a 60% LTV and a credit score of 675. How can the actual risk be mathematically 

calculated in these two very distinct credits? Some loans may have very good collateral and 

some may appear to have good collateral. Some loans may have strong guarantors, but lack 

collateral. Again, how can the actual risk be mathematically calculated in these loans? Unique 

assets that secure debts can also alter the risk profile. Additionally, the stress test measurements 

are unlikely to measure liability/deposit risk accurately. For example, banks with long-time 

customers with large, stable deposits may be considered high-risk simply because the customers 

do not fit the stress test model's limited parameters of retail deposits or liabilities. This type of 

assessment will deprive banks of secure and long-term sources of funding. Loan and asset 

portfolios are unique and will respond much differently based on the details of the individual 

underwriting that occurs. 

Unfortunately, the stress test's mathematical formula will not accurately measure the risks of 

these assets and, although well-intentioned, the Proposal's stress test measurements as a 

regulatory tool are analogous to "fools gold." We note that Mr. Jamie Dimon, Chairman and 

Chief Executive Officer of J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, notes that stress test requirements will not 

accurately measure risk at his bank.5 In partic~lar, Mr. Dimon has stated that, "We believe that 

even if the Fed's severe stress test scenario actually happens, our capital ratios will drop only 

modestly since we will very actively manage our risk exposures, expenses and capital. 

4 See March 30, 2012, Letter to Shareholders by Mr. Jamie Dimon, President and Chief Executive 
Officer, J.P. Morgan Chase, pgs. 23-24 (2011 Annual Report). 
5 /d. 
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Keep in mind that during the real stress test after the collapse of Lehman Brothers, our capital 

levels never went down, even after buying $500 billion of assets through the acquisitions of Bear 

Stearns and WaMu."6 

With the FDIC unilaterally choosing the stress testing criteria, the stress test results will likely be 

misleading and distorted, potentially resulting in serious consequences to the bank, including a 

requirement that capital be unnecessarily increased to cover this new stress capital contingency. 

We note that the Financial Stability Oversight Council's ("Council") analysis for designating a 

systemically important financial institution ("SIFI") is determined on a case-by-case basis with a 

company-specific evaluation taking into account qualitative and quantitative information the 

Council feels is important for each company. 7 The Council has expressly stated in its SIFI 

designation regulation that it, ". . . does not believe that a determination can be reduced to a 

formula."8 The SIFI analysis is composed of three stages, including consideration of each 

company's risk profile and characteristics based on a wide range of company-specific 

information and an opportunity for the company to provide additional information to the Council 

such as internal risk management procedures, resolvability or potential acquisitions, prior to a 

SIFI determination being made.9 Furthermore, the Council has stated that meeting some or all 

of the criteria would not necessarily mean a company would be identified as a SIFI.l 0 

Accordingly, the regulators and the bank should mutually determine the stress testing criteria to 

~void the distortions that a "one size fits all" approach would create. Furthermore, allowing the 

FDIC or any other regulator to unilaterally set the parameters of any stress test seems 

counterintuitive at best, based on the bank regulators' past performance in predicting economic 

booms or busts, the rate of economic growth or the level of prices or exchange rates. 

6Jd. 
7 "Council Lays Out How It'll Peg the Riskiest Nonbanks," by Donna Borak, Wall Street Journal (April 4, 
2012). 
BJd. 
9Jd. 
10 /d. 
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It is critically important that these stress tests, if required, be designed in close collaboration with 

the bank being subjected to the test. The FDIC should be mindful to not rush into the stress tests. 

As was recently written about the Fed's large bank stress tests, they are like "an experiment 

taken too soon out of the laboratory ... the Fed is engaging in a well-intentioned effort that is, 

sadly, still false science based on complex formulas unproven by the rigorous validation true 

science requires." 11 The stress tests should be carefully modeled to include all the relevant risks 

or the reliance on the stress tests could be even more dangerous because the foundation of the 

tests was incomplete. Risk management is more art than science. 

Furthermore, we also strongly urge the FDIC to ensure that the events in the stress testing 

scenarios all be coherent, plausible, and logicaJ.12 Stress testing is a tool for bank management 

and the board of directors to understand better, and ultimately, to manage risk.13 The more 

extreme and unrealistic a scenario is, the less useful it is as a management tooJ.14 A ''break the 

bank" scenario would produce output of questionable value to bank management 15 and certainly 

not be useful in a public forum. For example, on March 12, 2012, the Federal Reserve released 

its "worst-case scenario" stress test criteria for the nineteen largest banks that include 13% 

unemployment, a 21% decline in housing prices, a 50% stock market decrease, and a significant 

contraction of other world economies. The doomsday stress test criteria is not realistic and in no 

way reflects how individual classes of assets would actually perform in the worst case scenario 

assumed by the criteria, i.e., certain classes would perform better or worse than others: in reality, 

no one really knows how classes of assets will respond. 

11 See "The Fed's Stress Tests Themselves are Untested," by Karen Shaw Petrou, American Banker 
(March 26, 2012). 
12 See comment letter dated July 29, 2011, by The Financial Services Roundtable, The American 
Bankers Association, The Clearing House, and The Securities Industry and Financial Markets 
Association, to the FDIC, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency, relating to the Jurie 15, 2011 proposed stress testing guidance. 
13 /d. 
14 /d. 
15Jd. 
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The future results from these tests will not be of any meaningful help to these banks nor the 

general public as the results are primarily utilized to require these banks to increase their capital 

levels and prohibit the payment of cash dividends. We note that the Federal Reserve's stress test 

results released on March 13, 2012, based on previous criteria, are not particularly meaningful to 

the general public as it merely concluded that the majority of the largest U.S. banks would 

continue to meet supervisory expectations for capital adequacy despite large projected losses in 

an extremely adverse hypothetical economic scenario.16 

Furthermore, we strongly urge the FDIC to adopt specific stress test requirements, including 

scenarios, that are commensurate with each individual bank's size, complexity, and business 

profile, and to not utilize stress test requirements that are far-fetched or overly complex. The 

more complicated the stress test process, the least likelihood of success. This is particularly true 

for regional and community banks that, unlike certain large complex banking organizations, do 

not present any systemic risk to this country's financial system. "One-size fits all" scenarios will 

crowd out stress testing efforts that are actually useful to a bank and can never deal with a bank's 

unique differences. Different geographic regions of the country respond differently to economic 

and financial developments because each region is different. For example, Texas, unlike other 

parts of the country, did not experience a housing bubble leading up to the 2008 financial crisis. 

Thus, single family home prices did not significantly decline in Texas and in the areas where 

prices did decline, the declines were modest. These regional differences can be enormous and 

varied and they affect banks differently. We note that the Fed's "beige book" periodically 

analyzes economic conditions in each of its twelve bank districts and the Fed does not treat the 

entire country as one economic area. Also, we believe that stress testing banks during periods 

where there are no apparent asset bubbles is. problematic. For example, if asset values, like 

today, are more depressed, "stressing" them to an extreme level and pushing down the values 

beyond anything even remotely reasonable and realistic, will be of no practical use for either 

banks or regulators. 

16 "Fed Releases Stress Test Results, 15 of 19 Pass," The Wall Street Journal (March 13, 2012) 
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And even worse, banks will likely be forced to add expensive capital as a result of stress testing 

scenarios that do not take into consideration the organizations' unique complexities and the 

peculiarities of its market and geographic location, which will lead to diluted shareholder 

earnings, or the loss of the bank's ability to pay cash dividends because of a material capital 

deficiency created by the stress test: banks will need to maintain significant buffer capital in 

order to meet the stress test requirements. 

The widely publicized instances where the risk management programs of certain large complex 

banking organizations have exposed the financial institution to undue risk should not be used to 

taint the established risk management programs of banks that do not present such undue risk and 

have not had negative safety and soundness examination findings. Rather than presenting undue 

risk, the risk management programs of community banks are generally straightforward, and are 

not complex. In any event, the bank regulators are already authorized to prohibit any undue risk 

or problematic risk management programs identified during an examination. 

Additionally, we note that the manner in which the FDIC will establish the stress testing 

scenarios for the banks does not appear to be consistent with the discussion of scenario analysis 

in the Interagency Guidance on the Advanced Measurement Approaches for Operational Risk. 

That Guidance stresses the importance of the selection of the scenario analysis and emphasizes 

that the scenarios should be based on reasoned assessments of the likelihood and impact of 

plausible operational losses. The FDIC stress testing proposal regarding the FDIC-established 

scenarios for stress testing appears to be in contravention of the interagency guidance regarding 

the plausibility and basis of the stress testing scenarios. 
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B. Not All Stress Test Results Should Require Action Plans 

Principle 4 of the June 15, 2011 proposed stress testing guidance, provides that stress test results 

should be "actionable," but makes clear that, "[a] banking organization may decide to maintain 

its current course based on test results; indeed, the results of highly severe stress tests need not 

always indicate that imm~diate action has to be taken."17 We strongly encourage the FDIC to 

adhere to this principle when it implements the Proposal's stress testing requirements. We are 

very concerned that the FDIC may unnecessarily utilize stress test results to require banks to 

vary the level and composition of capital or even the future course of the bank. Successful 

financial institutions, especially those that are publically-traded, already manage risk based on 

the standards contained in the June 15, 2011 proposed stress testing guidance. Bank 

management is generally better able than regulators to know and judge the peculiarities and 

complexities associated with its bank, the nature of the bank's operations and assets, and its 

geographic location. Conversely, bank regulators must be familiar with banks across a broad 

geographic area with very different customer and product bases. We also note that regulators 

already have ample authority to restrict unsafe and unsound banking practices. Stress tests could 

also create a "one-size" fits all mentality and force banks to operate in the eyes of the regulator. 

A "supposed" lower risk profile could destroy earnings and ultimately destroy the bank. Heavy 

reliance on risk stress tests by regulators will eventually cause bank management to "run the 

bank to the test." In particular, banks will be forced to increase their capital levels in order to 

"cluster around" their major competitors. For example, even if a bank could safely and 

prudently operate at 7% capital, it probably will have to operate at a higher capital level to be 

perceived as competitively strong. That could result in significant risk adverse decisions being 

made which would reduce lending and investing causing further under-performance by the bank. 

It will alter the course of risk taking causing loss of economic growth in the nation and 

destruction of job creation. 

17 /d. 
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C. Publication of Results 

In the Proposal, the FDIC expressly requests comment regarding whether the method of public 

disclosure is appropriate and whether there are any concerns with the content of public 

disclosures, including the details of qualitative and quantitative information. Under the Proposal, 

the bank would be required to publish the stress test results within 90 days of its report to the 

FDIC. The required information publicly disclosed by each bank would, at a minimum, include: 

(1) A description of the types of risks being included in the stress test; (2) A general description 

of the methodologies employed to estimate losses, pre-provision net revenue, loss reserves, and 

changes in capital positions over the planning horizon; and (3) Aggregate losses, pre-provision 

net revenue, loss reserves, net income, and pro form capital levels and capital ratios (including 

regulatory and any other capital ratios specified by the FDIC) over the planning horizon, under 

each scenario. 

We have several concerns with the foregoing publication requirements. First, Section 165(i)(2) 

of the Dodd-Frank Act merely requires publication of a "summary'' of the results of the stress 

tests. However, the Proposal's publication requirements require publication of much more than a 

mere "summary," including very detailed financial information. Thus, we think the foregoing 

publication requirements are overly broad, overreaching, and not supported by the statutory 

language contained in the Dodd-Frank Act. 

Second, there is no demonstrated need for the general public to have access to this detailed 

financial information. We believe the detailed disclosure of this information is unnecessary as 

financial data is already available in bank call reports which are filed quarterly and in publically

available bank statement of assets and liabilities. We do not believe that there is a public need 

for any additional financial information regarding banks. This is particularly true for regional 

and community banks that do not pose a systemic risk to the country's financial system. 
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Third, we are very concerned that publication of detailed information regarding a bank's stress 

test results could be misinterpreted by the general public and undermine public confidence in 

banks, even if unwarranted, and be used as a tool by nefarious short traders to spread rumors and 

cause harm to banks as the marketplace, including competitors and bank analysts, will be given 

much more detailed financial information than it has ever had before. With the FDIC choosing 

the stress testing criteria for each bank, there is too much risk that the stress testing results will 

not be the least bit helpful, but merely a fiction to be abused by the short traders. Even worse, if 

the regulators have a problem with the stress test results, the short traders could destroy that 

financial institution without the financial institution ever being involved in setting the stress 

testing criteria. In particular, we fear the possibility that the general public's misunderstanding 

of a bank's published stress test results will increase the risk of a run on the bank. This is 

particularly true based on the severe economic crisis that this country is still struggling to recover 

from. 

We also are concerned that large banks are increasingly relying on non-deposits, for their short

term financing needs. These new forms of funding occur in the so-called shadow banking 

system, involving short-term financial credit not generally guaranteed by the FDIC's deposit 

insurance fund. These fu~ds are the first out the door, thus, raising the possibility of periodic 

panics and "runs on the bank." In addition, money market CDs, aka structured notes, a relatively 

new product, wherein the principal amount in these accounts are guaranteed by the FDIC's 

deposit insurance fund and the income earned on the account is tied to pools of equities and, 

sometimes, commodities, are being widely and aggressively marketed by the large banks and 

brokerage houses. Unfortunately, this deposit funding source is more volatile and depositors are 

more apt to withdraw these monies at the first instance of trouble. Therefore, publication of a 

bank's stress testing results becomes more problematic because these lenders/depositors will 

closely observe the results, including forecasts or forward looking indicators, to reduce 

depositing/lending to the bank. It can also affect bank to bank lending, institutional decision 

making and credit rating decisions by rating firms such as Moody's Corp. 
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These practices also will likely cause many banks to "run to the test" or be forced to seek other 

funding by pushing up rates by offering higher rates on CDs making it more difficult for regional 

and community banks to retain local deposits. These practices also impact smaller banks 

because they must compete with large banks to gather deposits, particularly in prosperous times 

when the demand for funds is greatest. According to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 

shadow banking accounts for more than $15 trillion in assets ---more than the traditional banking 

system.18 

Furthermore, in the case of a publicly-traded financial organization, like IBC, publication of 

stress test results would draw serious attacks from short sellers attempting to profit off of overly

pessimistic data by driving down the organization's stock price. Unfortunately, under current 

asymmetrical SEC disclosure laws and rules, short sellers have unbridled ability to do this. On 

the other hand, publicly-traded organizations are not able to explain that the stress test results are 

not likely to occur because their ability to discuss the future financial performance of the 

organization is extremely limited by the securities laws and rules. In particular, publicly-traded 

organizations, like IBC, are restricted by the Securities and Exchange Act of 1933 ("SEC Act") 

and it's implementing rules from disclosing any financial data which could be even remotely 

construed as potentially misleading investors. More specifically, Section 17(a) of the SEC Act 

and its implementing rules19 make it unlawful to 11employ any device, scheme, or artifice to 

defraud11
, 

11obtain money or property11 by using material misstatements or omissions, or to 
11engage in any transaction, practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a 

fraud or deceit upon the purchaser. 11 The SEC can impose civil money penalties for violations of 

this law and regulation, not to exceed three times the profits gained or losses avoided, and 

investors can seek private causes of action against the issuer for compensatory damages for their 

losses. 

18 "Call It The Age Of the Shadow Bank Run," by Tyler Cowen, The New York Times (March 25, 2012) 
19 SEC Rule 10b-5. 
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The SEC's rules also generally provide that when an issuer, or person acting on its behalf, 

discloses material nonpublic information to certain enumerated persons (in general, securities 

market professionals and holders of the issuer's securities who may well trade on the basis of the 

information), it must make public disclosure of that information. 

Furthermore, banks are expressly prohibited from disclosing their CAMELS ratings. Therefore, 

publicly-traded financial organizations are unable to rebut false rumors spread by short sellers 

which are designed to drive down the price of bank stock based on, for example, "doomsday'' 

stress test results. For example, it is our understanding that the Federal Reserve's most recent 

criteria for the nineteen largest banks includes "doomsday" scenarios of 13% unemployment, 

21% home value decreases, and a 50% stock market decrease. The public, including investors, 

are easily misled and manipulated by the efforts of short sellers to cause harm to banks and 

thereby, drive down its stock price. Publicly traded community financial institutions are 

particularly vulnerable to short traders. While very large companies may have the resources to 

combat misinformation spread by short sellers (e.g., webinars, marketing and public relations 

departments, telephone conferences with investment analysts and the media, etc.), community 

and regional banks do not have the same resources. Due to the constraints imposed by SEC rules 

on IBC regarding selective disclosure and its minimal analyst coverage, the stress test results 

could provide fodder for short sellers to drive IBC's price down below market prices again. This 

problem is exacerbated for IBC, which currently has very minimal legitimate analyst coverage, 

and IBC believes this lack of coverage combined with its relatively smaller market cap and 

smaller number of shares outstanding make it a prime target for manipulative short selling 

strategies. Accordingly, the publication of detailed financial information and, in particular 

anything less than favorable stress test results, has the potential and likely consequence of 

triggering negative ~alyst reports which would be seized by short sellers to drive down the price 

of the bank's stock "causing a frenzied rush to the exits by creditors, investors and stockholders-

creating an institutional run on the bank. 20 

20 "Too Crooked to Fail," by Matt Taibbi, Rolling Stone (March 29, 2012}. 
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The destructive efforts of information asymmetry can be seen in the 2009 short seller raids on 

IBC. In February 2009, Bank Director Magazine ranked IBC 18th on its Bank Performance 

Scorecard of Top 150 Banks and Thrifts in the United States. Despite this recognition and other 

positive reports, IBC stock fell by 54.31% from February 13, 2009 to March 31, 2009. The 

anomalousness of the fall of IBC stock compared to that experienced by peer institutions _can 

only be understood by observing that in this same time period, short interest in IBC increased 

188% and a misleading analyst report about IBC was issued. The identity and timing of these 

short sellers was hidden as there are no SEC disclosure requirements applicable to short sellers, 

preventing IBC from quickly exposing collusion between the short sellers and the analyst and 

between bear raiders. Attached as Exhibits A and B, respectively, please find copies of a June 

9, 2009 letter and June 17, 2009 letter from IBC to the SEC supporting a 2009 proposed 

amendment to Regulation SHO under the SEC Act, which would, among other things, have 

adopted a modified uptick rule based on the National Best Bid and a circuit breaker rule that 

would halt any increases in short positions in a particular security that suffers a ten percent 

(1 0%) intraday decline. 21 

Additionally, while the recently-released stress test results for the nineteen largest banks may 

have resulted in a positive market response at the time, we all must view that within the context 

of all the market uncertainty that currently exists in the financial services industry. There is no 

assurance that future releases will have positive effects for the industry group or if the market 

will single out individual institutions and create a "doomsday'' scenario for that institution. 

21 When financial institutions participated in the Troubled Asset Relief Program ("TARP"), short sellers 
caused some companies' fundamental values to be significantly detached from their stock price. 
Because the structural market change dealt with the credit crisis, financial institutions were targeted by 
short sellers who utilize rumors to engage in abusive short selling strategies. The SEC identified this 
threat in July and September 2008 and issued emergency orders to protect financial institutions, 
identifying that abusive short seller strategies posed a systemic risk to all financial institutions. The SEC 
should continue protecting financial institutions and other issuers from the continuing threat posed by 
abusive short sellers using results from the stress tests to mislead investors as they did when financial 
institutions participated in TARP. 
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We should not take comfort in the fact that the market responded favorably to the release of the 

stress test results because at this moment in time, any positive reinforcement is received with 

enthusiasm. The recent collective large bank stress test results served to provide the investing 

market with some validation that the large banks as a whole are back on finn footing. 

Unfortunately, this initial positive message about the stress test results is likely to turn into 

confusion and distortion as the bank regulators and the market attempt to interpret the test results 

of each bank going forward. As a result, the banks will be susceptible to volatile and 

unpredictable market reactions to their stress tests as they face attacks from short traders who 

profit by making the most of actual or hypothetical negative news. Furthermore, no one can 

predict how markets will react in different times and different circumstances. In response to 

these risks, many banks will 11run the bank to the test11 in order to avoid negative stress test 

results. This will discourage risk-taking by banks, thereby diminishing economic growth. The 

economic retraction could increase the chances of another serious financial downturn, the impact 

of which could be worsened by the market's negative reaction to stress test results in those 

challenging times. The U.S. Government may unintentionally be creating a slippery slope with 

stress tests where the 11too big to fail bank11 safety net for the large banks may need to become a 
11too big to fail industry11 safety net. In an economic crisis, it will be difficult to distinguish 

which large banks are actually in a troubled condition when they all look troubled based on stress 

test results. These professorial stress tests drawn primarily out of academia will compound the 

difficulty of trying to predict with any degree of certainty the outcome and future of the banks 

under those difficult circumstances. The fact that safety and soundness examinations have 

remained confidential clearly validates the need to keep these tests confidential. It seems 

ludicrous and irresponsible to release stress test results that may indicate a bank is in trouble 

when the safety and soundness examination could show an exactly opposite condition, but these 

more reliable indicators will remain confidential. 
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Finally, if the markets accept the FDIC's or other regulators' stress test results as validation of a 

bank's financial condition and the results are inaccurate, many investors and bond buyers may be 

enticed into investing in the bank only to learn in a future economic crisis that the stress test 

results were incorrect. Also, a conflict could develop between a bank's stress test results and its 

safety and soundness examination findings. For example, there could be situations where a one

rated bank receives poor stress test results and vice-versa, a poorly rated bank receives good 

stress test results. How are these inconsistencies going to be reconciled? The imbalance in the 

information available to the public will exacerbate this problem. The public nature of the stress 

test results will not be balanced by the confidential CAMEL ratings. All of these potential and 

serious difficulties mandate that just as safety and soundness examination findings are kept 

confidential, stress test results must also be kept confidential, especially without any current 

endorsement by the US. Government of this country's banking system. To meet the requirement 

under Dodd-Frank that the stress test results be made public, perhaps a simple pass/fail 

disclosure as was done with the initial round of stress tests for the largest banks would be 

sufficient and would not present as many risks as the publication of detailed stress tests results, 

but would still be dangerous. 

D. Timing of Stress Testing and Transition Period 

In the Proposal, the FDIC expressly requests comment regarding whether immediate 

effectiveness of the stress test requirements would provide a bank with sufficient time to prepare 

for its first stress test. We strongly urge the FDIC to provide a reasonable transition period for 

compliance with the Proposal's requirements. This is necessary, we believe, because of the 

complexity of the Proposal's requirements and it's far reaching effects on banks. Additional time 

will be required by regional and community banks, for example, to retain consultants, organize 

governance of the stress testing process, educate the responsible bank employees, build the stress 

testing system, etc. As a result, we recommend that any final rule provide a transition period of 

at least one year before compliance is required with the Proposal's requirements when issued in 

final form. 
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It is also important to note that the comment period on the stress testing proposal of the Board of 

Governors of the Federal Reserve for bank holding companies with over $10 billion in assets 

was recently extended to April 30, 2012 and the FDIC may also benefit from delaying the 

implementation of the Proposal until after the comment period on the Federal Reserve's stress 

testing proposal. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

De · E. n 
President and CEO 
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- IBC 
International Bancshares 

.CorpOI:Btlon · 

June 9, 2009. 

The Honorable Mary L; Schapiro, Chairman 
The HonoraJ?le Kathleen L. Casey, Conn:Wssioner 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter, Commissioner 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar, Commissioner 

· The Honorable Troy A Paredes, Commissioner 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F. Street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20~9-0609 

Re: Securities 1111d Exchange Commission Release· No. 34-59748; File No. 87-08-09 (the 
"Proposed SHO AmendmentS') 

' Dear Chaiunail and Commissioners: 

mtemational Bancsblll1;S Corporation ("IJJC'), 1 ,respectfully· submits this letter (the "'~). m 
response to the above release.2 mC·fully supports the Commission's proposed rule ,to amend 
ResuJation SHO under the Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange .Acf') to adopt a modified 
uptick rule based OJ) the Nationat'Best Bid, and.adopt a circuit breaker rule that would halt any 
increases in short posi~ons in a particolar .security that suffers a ten percent (10%) in~ay 
decline. In addition· to the Connrussion's call for comments on reinstating an uptick rule and 
creating oircuit breakers, iBC also respectfully asks 1he Commissio~ to: (1) vigorously enforce 
the current short selliDg rules; {2) institute a ''pre-borrow'' requirement for short sale transactions, 
or at the very least, make Rule 204T permanent; (3) promulgate disclosure rules for. short sellers 
whioh mirror those obligations for long positions, (4) investigate the impact of the market maker. 
exemption from the. "locate" rule exerr~ption under Regulation SHO in connection with the 
potential abuse of the clearing/settlement process creating naked short positions, arid {5) 
promulgate roles w.hiCh would require brokers to allocate lent stocks to specific margin account 
holders and disclose to the margin account holder of a loss of voting fur those $hares. . . . 

INTRODUCTION . 

In July 2007, the CommisSion eliminated Rule·lOa-l·Wider th~ Exchange Act (t:Jle uuptick 
Rult/?.3 The eliminati~n of the Uptick Rule came after a pilot program, temporarily suspending 
the Uptick Rule for certain securities (the "Pilot Progrmn").4 The Pilot Program allowed the 

I (NASDAQ: moo) is a $12.4 billion multi-bank :6nancfal holding company hoadquartered In iaredo, T6JUIII, with 
owr 265 :fhoililioa and owr420 A'l'MB serving more than 101 c:ommUDitlosln Texas and OkJah()ma. 
2 Exohllnge AotReleiiSII No. 34-59748 (Apdl8, 2009). · · 
J Bxchauge A~ Roleaae Nq. 34-55970 (J~e 28, 2007) C'Updck.BUmiMt/on Relsau'?· 
4 &change .Act Release No. 50104 (IDly 2,8, 2004). . 
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Commission's. Office of Economic Analysis ("O.J!:A'' to gather and examine market. and trading 
data from May 2,, 2005 to August 6, 2007.s AdditionaJly, several academics released studies· 
analyzing the data from the Pilot Program and its impact on the markets.6 The aUthors ofthese 
reports wer~ invited by the Commission to participate in a public roundtable on the Pilot 
Program (the "Pilot Roundtable''· 7 Based on the aforementioned reports, and the Pilot 
Roundtable, the Conunission eliminated the Uptick Rule. 8 · · 

Since the Uptick 'RUle's elimination, the market has experienced extreme volatility and steep 
price declines in certain financial stocks, including me, all signifi,cantly dtie in part to the 
actiqns o~ short sellers. One trader noted that the rem<;~val of the Uptick Rule ~as "an 
aphrodisiac for vola.tility."9 The actions of these short sellers have eroded investor confidenco, 
put market futuiamentals out of balance and. have disrupted the integrity and stability of our 
:finat!.cial system. This bas prompted investors to request that the Commission reinstate the 
Uptick Rule, including issuers, academics and. members of Congress, .culminating in over 4,000 . 
requests received by the Commission's Office oflnvestor Education and Advocacy. 

On April 8, 2009, the Commission had an open meeting to discuss whether to propose reinstating 
the Uptick Rule, or some version thereof. In a unanimous decision, the Commission voted to 
reJease the Proposed SHO Amendments and seek public comment on whether short sale price · 
restrictions, circuit breaker restrictions or some combination thereof should be imposed. 

DISCUSSION 

·IBC believes that short seJlers provide no benefit to the marketplace .and in f~ct create a Las 
Vegas style gambling environment. Therefore, short sales should be prohibited in their entirety,· 
except for certain "bona fide market m~g activities" by market makers pursuant to specific 
guidance promulgated by the Commission. However, rec'o~g thaf the Commission has long 
held the view that short selling provides the market with important benefits, 10 me strongly 
supports the Commission's proposal to institute a form of the Uptick Rule. 

me is a well capitalized $12.4 billion multi-bank financial holding company headquartered in 
Laredo, Texas, with over 265 facilities and over 420.A'IMs serving more than 101 communities ·. 
in Texas and Oklahoma; On December 23, 2008, me took TARP funds at the federal 
government's request IBC chose to participate in the Troubled Asset Relie~Program ·("TARP'), · 
through the Capital Purchase P.r~gram. ("CPP'), even though IBC was well capitalized. Since the 

' Office of Economic Analysis, Securities and Exchange Commission, EcorioroJc Analysis of fue Short Sale Price 
Restrictions under Regulation SHO Pllot (September 14, 2006)." . · 
6 See, Karl Diether, Kuan Hul Lee and'lngrid M. Werner, Its SHO Time I Short-Sale Price-Tests and Market Qua)jty; 
June 20, 2006; Gordon J. Alexander and Mark A. Peterson. <How) no Price Tests Affect Sliort Selling?. May 23, 
2006; J. Julie Wu, Uptiak RuJe. Sbort Selling and" Price Efficiency, August 14, 2006. . ·. 

· 
7 For a transdript of the Pilot Roundtable, see Securities and Exchange Commission, Roundtable on the Regulation 
rHO pjloL September 15, 2006 (an\ended September 29, 2006). 
~ee Uptick EUmfnati~ Release. · , · · 

9 Aaron Lucchetti and Peter A. McKay, Rule Change TiCM OJ! Some Traders, THB WALL STREET JOURNAL (August 
~~ . . 
10 See fd. at 9 (noting that the Commission believes that short seliing adds market liqUidity and Prfclng efficiency). 

I 
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epp Was designed to only be offered to sound financial institutions with soJid regulatory ratings' 
=and was encouraged by the bank regulators and the U.S. Department of the Treasury (the 
"Treasury''), me deemed it prudent to participate and issued $216 million ofprefe.rred stock to 
the Treasury. Since that time, IBC has experienced an artificial disconnect between !Be's stock 
price and market fundamentals, due in significant part to speculative short sellers. 

IBe has experienced "economically significant" harm sine~ the elimination of the Uptick RUle. 
me saw a 188% increase in, short interest from February p, 2009 to March 31,2009, resulting 
in a stock price decline of 54.31% during that tinl.e. Totill'"sho~ interest in me exceeded 20% of 
me•s recognized float at the March 31,2009 report date, and has remained above 20% since the 
March 31st report. 11 During this time, the overall stock market experienced a 10.8% increase in. 
short interest on the NYSE, a 4.4% increase over the same peiiod on the NASDAQ, 12 and the 
finan~i~ sector, as represented by the S&P 500 Financial Sector Index,-experience~ a 4.65% 
stock price decline. 

On March 23, 2009, me was the victim of a misleading· short seller's analyst report/3 which 
• was l.Jsed to negatively impact me's stock price and·encouraged other short sellers to short sell 

me ~ock. On that same day, me saw more buyers for its common stock than sellers; however; 
its stock price dropped 1~.58% to $6.55, its 52-week low. If me•s shares were not ~ing 
manipulated via short sellers, nonnal supply and d~and principles would have dictated a 
higher, rather than lower, stock price. A second misleading report by the same. analyst was 
published on April30, 2009.14 Suspiciously, me experienced its second and third highest day of 
"trading volume of all-time on the days the two misleading reports were issued. The only bi~er 
trading volume day was the date in which institutional buyers purchased shares ahead of me's 
listing in the S&P Midcap 400 Index; All of these actions, :whlch haye served to artificially drive 
down the stock price Qf lBC, have led to lo.ng te.rm investors· ancl depositors questioning the 
financial stability of IBC. NASDAQ assisted 0 me in renorting the misleading short trader 
reports to ~INRA and an investigation is pending. IaC currently has very minimal legitimate 
analyst coverage, and me believes this lack of coverage comb~ed with its relatively smaller 
market. cap and smaller number of shares outstanding make it a prime ~get for manipulative 
short selling strategies, such as the misleading March 23rd and April 30tli short seller analyst 
reports. 

mc·s recent stock price volatility does not reflect the market fundamentals underlying me's 
busines.s. In February 2009, the Bank Director Magazine ranked. me 18th iii its Bank 
Performance ·scorecard of Top 150 Banks and Thrifts in the United States. In 2008, the Hispanic · 
Bt.JSiness Magazine recognized me as the number one Hispanic-owned financlal institution in 
the country. Standard & Poor•s rated IBC in the 94th percentile in its Investability Quotient· 

11 As reported on www.nasdag.com (lost Visited May 21; 20.09). · 
l:z March 24, 2009 Re_llter's article, ''Short Stocks: Bets Build Against Banks, Tech:" 
13 See Citron Research. Citron examines lntemalional Bancshares (NASDAQ:IBOC), March 23, 2009, available at 
http:/lwww.oitronresearch.com/index.pbp/2009/03/23/ (last visited June 4, 2009). · · 
14 See Citron Research, JBOC, Either The Best Operated Bankln'America,,or a Bank with Something To Hide..you 
decide, April 30, 2009, available at http://www.citronresearoh.com/index.php/2009/04/30/ Qast visited June 4, 

•2009). . . 
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Percentile on March 28t 2009t which describes how good a company's medium .to long-term 
retum potential is relative to the entire S&P. However, this same report noted that me's 
technical evaluation was bearish, ranking 6 out of 100 (100. indi®tes a bullish intlicator). This 
report exemplifies that the stock trading price of the company was disconnected from me's 
fundamental value. me believes this disconnect was due in significant part to speculative short 
sellers. 

Historically, mc. has had an ongoing stock 'repurchase program. me was reqUired to terminate 
the stock repurchase program in connection with participating in TARP. me believes the 
inability to repmchase its common stock made it more vulnemble to the short traders' efforts to 
drive down the stockprice, · · 

On March 27, 2009, me sought consent from the Treasury to use sorill! or all of its regular 
dividend funds to repurchase common stock. In the consent request, me explained how its 
stock· price had fallen precipitously in conn~ction with the steep rise in short-interest trading 
since lBC became a ~ARP participant. me further ~xplained that the. depressed stock price 
greatly impaired IBC's capital raising abilityt created reputational damage and bad other untold 
collateral consequences. IBe is the largest Hispanic bank in the oontinental United States and 
the damage to me's stock price has harmed the minority employees, customers, shareholders 
and communities that me serves. On April?, 2009, the Treasury consented to me's request 
Although the ability to repurchase some of its common stock should help ·me defend itself 
against the short seUers, IBC is now fully aware of $e devastating effect that unrestrained short · 
sellers can have on a company. me firmly believes there should be more reporting and 
restraints-with respect to short sell~ as it is impossible to even determine who is short selling. 

As' of May 15, 2009, IBC's short volume had incr~ased over 860% to 11~311,974 total shares 
shorted 'from the beginning of the year, at which time me had a total of 1,177,937 ~hares short. 
This short interest now represents 21% of me's recognized float and has driven IBe's stock 
price from a 52-week high of $35.80 prior to taking T ARP funds, to a 52· week low of $6.55 in 
March 2009. me believes its actual float amounts are much lower than those reflected in the 
recognized float, such tha:t the percent of short interest is even greater, based on i:he amount of 
shares of me that are traded. me believes that its tnie "float," the amount of shares that are 
able to be shorted,· is less than .30 million ·shares, making the true shoit interest closer to 37%. 
me notes that it was included in the S&P Midcap 400 Index as of February 2, 2009, and while 
the listing may have played a role in the increase of short interest in me, NASDAQ has 
indicated that IBe's· sustained increase in volume since the listing is abnormal. 15 

All of this market data evidences that short sellers have negatively impacted me's share price. 
The damage that irrational, sudden and excessive fluctuations of securities prices can create is 
more severe with respect to fmancial institutions. Unfounded rumors made for the purpose of 
driving down financial institutions' .share prices can create an ill-:(ounded concern regarding the 
fmancial stability of the financial institution. It is important to note that damage.to confidence in 
the financial sector presents a systemic risk tp the economy. The Commission noted in the 

15 Per Conversation with Frank Hatheway, Senior Vice President and Ch,iefEconomist on May 27, 1009. 
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Proposed SHO Amendments, that "[s]uch rapid and steep price declines can give rise· to 
questions about ~e underlying financial condition of an institution, which in tum can erode 
confidence even Without an uttderlying financial basis."16 mc•s battle with short sellers 
exemplifies the Commission's concern. As more and more companies lose analyst coverage, 
short sellers will have the ability to manipulate stock prices ·much easier, due to a lack of · 
independent information to omet any manipulative reports used. 17 The ability for a short seller 
to issue a ~egative report and spread it like· wildfire· over the internet ~s devastating. Under the 
current rules, companies do not hive the ability to protect themselves from this sort of attack. 

In addition, the Comniission's own actions have indicated that it believes short selling poses a 
serious risk. In July 2008, the Commission issued an emergency order to impose borrowing and 
delivery requirements on short sales of equity securities of financial institutions.18 ~s initial 
emergency order had little effect on the Commission's concern that short sellers were having a 
negative impact on financial institutions.19 ·Even with the July short sale restrictions, Lehman 
Brothers saw its sto,ck price phul!Illet fifty~two percent (52%) on September.9, 2008, and another . 
forty-two percent (42%) on ~eptember 11; 2008. This decline was partly due to exposure to the 
subprlme crisis, but was exacer'Qated by false rumors and short sellers. Lehman Brothers 
exemplifies h9w short sellers can cause counterparties and investors to lose confidence in a 
fmancial :irurtituti~n, which in turn can lead to a systemic risk to the en~ financial system .. The 
Commiss·ion recognized this risk an4 on September '18, 2008, the Commission issued another 
emergency order prohibiting short selling in the publicly traded securities of certain financial 
institutions and other securities (the "Sitort Sa~e 'Ban'~, including JBC. 20 

. . 
The combination of the Commission's heightened concerns regarding financial institutions and 
actions regarding short sellers and the negative impact short sellers have had on IBC, outweighs 
all of the "economically insignificant" conclusions that the Commission relied on to eliminate 
the Uptick Rule originally.. Therefore, IBC strongly urges the 9ommission to adopt a modified 
uptick rule based on.the National Best Bid, which should apply at all times, and a circuJt breaker 
which would halt any increase of a short positio~ upon a ten percent (10%) intraday decline of an 
issuer's stock.prlce. In addition, me strongly urges the Commission to (1) vigorously enforce 
the current short selling rules; (2) insti~te a "pre-borrow" requirement for short sale transacti~ns, 
or at the very least, make Rule 204T permanent; (3) promulgate disclosure rul~s for short sellers 
which mirror those. obligations for long positions, (4) investigate the impact of the mark~ maker 
exemption from the "locate" rule exemption under RegUlation SHO in connection with the 
potential abuse of the cleiuing/settlement process creating naked short positions, and (5) 
promulgate rules which would require brokers to ollocate lent stocks to specific margin account 
holders and disclose w the margin account holder of a los8 of voting for those shares. 

,16 See Proposed SHO Amendments 8t.22 (citing Exchan~e Act Release No. 34-58166 (July 15, 2008) ("Short Sllle 
Bm~rgency Ban Order"), and Exchange Aat Release No: 34-58752 (Sept. 17, 2008)). 
17 See Jeff D. Opdyke and Annelena Lobb, MIA Analysts Give Compa,tes ·worries, THI! WALL STREET JOURNAL 
(May 2~, 2009) (JJoting that layoffs, attrition, retirement cr brokerage finns moving analysts around is leading to 

. more companies ,losing analyst coverage). 
18 See Short Sale Emergency Ban Order. . 
19 Suu Proposed SHO Amendments, at 21. · . 
20 See Ex!Jhange Act Release No. 58592 (September 18, 2008) .. 
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1. · The Commission sh~uld engage in more aggressive enforcement of short selling 
regylations to root out and prosecute manipulative short selling activities. ' 

The U.S. Office 6f Inspector General ("OIG'') released a report that showed the Commission's 
enforcement of short seDer rules was inadequate, under the previous administl'atioii.21 The OIG 
noted:that no procedures were in place at the Commission's Division of Enforcement to iQentify, 
address and effectively respond to manipulative short selling:22 'Regulation· SHO.has recently 
been amended to tighten delivery requirements for shares that are shorted; however, these 
amendments are effective only to 'the extent they are enforced. The Comm:ission, under the 
current administration, did not concur with tl:ie OIO's recommendatioris.23 me believes that the 
OIO's recommendations are critical to enforcing short seJler rules. For example, IBC believes 
that the Commission should develop procedures to triage naked and· manipulative short selling 
camplaints.24 R:wnor mongering, short and distort schemes, ru:).d abusive naked short selling 
present a ~stemic risk to the market when they are used against financial institutions. me urges 
the Commission to adopt ·written triage po1icies which put comp·Jaints against financial 
institutions through a more stringent review process. · 

The Commission has taken steps to curb short selling by tightening rules on short sellers. 
However, fo~: those rules to be effective, they must be immediately and aggressively enforced .. · 
Therefore, . me urges the Commission to adopt procedmes to effectively enforce Re~ation 
SHO, and to also adopt me's recommendations discussed below to create 'additional restrictions 
on short sellers and potentially manipulative short seller strategies. 

2. The Commission should modify Regulation SHO. Rule 203 and Rule 204T to 
reauire all sh~rl: sales be "i!re--borrowed,,. 

RegUlation SHO, Rule 203, requires that short sellers either (i) have borrowed C'pre-hiirrowed") 
or entered into a bona fide arrangement to borrow the security, or (ii) have reasonable grounds to 
believe the .security pan· be borrowed before the settlement date. As discussed below in greater 
detail, the Commission has defined a ''ilaked" short sale to mean when a security is not delivered 
on settlement date.25 However. me believes a ·true ''naked" short position is created When a 
short seller sells a stock without first borrowing the security. The current rules allow for a true 
naked short if a seller can conjure up ''reasonable grounds" ;for not pre-borrowing the stock .. By 
documenting a ''reasonable ground," the·short seller is allowed to have a naked short for three 
days. The Commission does not consider these short-term naked shorts a problem until the 
fourth day~ if the sto·ck is not delivered. On the fourth day, the Commission equates a failure to 
deliver to the creation of a "naked'' short position. 

21 See Office of Inspector Genera~ Office of Au(Jits, Practices Related to Naked Short Selling Complafnts and· 
Referrals, March 18, 2009 (noting that between January 1, 2007 through June 1, 208 only 123 out of over 5,000 
short selling complaints were furt!ler investigated, but no enforcement actions were ever brought). · 
21 See id. bt ili. 
23 See id. at 40. · . 
2A As Was ~oted in tho OIG's report, but was not asreed with thB by Comin!ssion, see I d. at 38 and 40. 
25 See ~upra note 50 thorough 54, and accompanying text. 
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me believes that the three day location window provides a loophole for manipulative short 
selling activity. For three days; a naked short sale goes undetected and the .short seller has a 
window in which they can add extra downward momentum on a. stock, because without being 
forced to borrow the shares first, traders can short a limitless amount of stock. AdditionB.lly, pre
borrowing elimipates the probability that a stock lender will lend out the same shares to several 
different traders. 26 While the current rules reduce the time:frame for short sellers to engage in 
manipulative strategies before being idc:ntified, me still believes that manipulative strategieS, 
used prior to the more string~t rules, C!ilD still take place, albeit now in ·a shorter ~efram.e. 

Furthermore, me believes that the current three day window allows for related third parties to 
. "chum'.' their short interest positions within the window and prevent a failure to deliver on the 
fourth day. This means that the reports on failure to delivers. could be understated and large 
naked short positions may still exist. ffiC's stock has seen a significant rise in the· trading 
volume of its cqmmon stock. Since ~anuary 29, 2009, IBC's trading volume bas been 
abnonnally high. me was listed in the S&P Midcap 400 on February 2, 2009, but this volume 
·has remained ~.gher or an abnormally longer period oftime than wht finns typically experience 
upon being listed?7 Since the beginning of the year, IBC's short interest has grown 860% to 
over 21% of me's recognize'd float. Exhibit A shows the dramatic shift in IBC's volume and 
short interest' trend. While me does not lui.ve any proof; due to the lack of transparency into 
short sellers and their interests. me believes that this increase in volume may represent evidence 
of the "churning" of short pOSitions. By moving a short positio~ back and forth between two 
parties, a true naked short position could be created, yet never become a failure to deliver. 
Therefore, naked short sellers may exist within the current legal framework, but the current legal 
framework doesn't provide the protection it was intended to offer, due to this three day window. 

Lastly, i:BC sees no need for any window to locate shares given the significant impact of 
technology ·on the market, such as ·the dematerialization of stock certificates. Since certificates 
are' moved electronically instead of physically, short sellers are able to locate shares immediately 
priox: to engaging in a short position. While there may be an opportunity cost associated with 
searching for the security, that cost is likely small. Thus, a pre-borrowing requirement will riot 
reduce efficiencies in the market. me does, however, recognize that there should be an 
exception for market makers, but only with clear guidance on legitimate market making activities 
provided by the Commission: Therefo.t:e, me asks that the Commission re-examine the three 
day window under Rule 203 and 204T, and promulgate a "pre-borrowing" requiremen.t for all 
short sales. · 

· 3, '[be Commission should adopt regulations to reauire dis~losure of short positions 
which mirror requirements for long positions. 

me argues that the· Conunission should consider amending Regulation SHO to require 
disclosure of short positions that mirror the disclosure for long positions. IBC asks the 

26 See Liz Moyer. Curbing Short·S~lling Abuse, FORBES (July l5, 2008). ·. . 
27 As mentioned In note 15, this observation was made by an official at NASDAQ. 

'• 
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Commission to promulgate disclosure rules· which trigger ·reporting requirements mirroring 
. EXchange Act Section 13(d) for those with short eco1;1omic interests in an equity security, either 
by (i) amending Exchange Act Rule 13d .. 3, or (ii) adding a· similar provision.in Regulation SHO. 
me notes derivative transactions should be disclosed as well, due to the high use of options and 
futures contracts to effectuate short economic interests outside of direct short and long positions 
in the underlying securities. 

Currently, short interests and derivative transactions are hidden from issuers imd investors. 
Section 13( d) of the Exchange Act was promulgated to regulate the amount of information · 
asymmetry- in the marketplace. Sizeable economic interests in a company, be it a long economic 
position or short economic position, can affect the price of a stock and coiJX>rate control. . 
Commentators have noted that short sellers are taking on activist roles in corporate govemance 
and policy.28 If an activist held a significant long.position, Section 13(d) would require certain 
disclosures to inform the other security holders, and thus, reduce :i.nfonnation asymmetry in the 
marketplace. Howev:er, the current regulations allow a short. seller activist with· the same 
economic position to remain anonymous simply because they are short. The current regulatory 
scheme for the disclosure of 'long economic positions versus short economic. positions is one
sided and bas eroded the dverall effectiveness· of Section 13( d) by creating information 
asymmetry based on the type of economic position held .. 

Under the current rules, the short positions in IBC stock are hidden behind a veil of secreoy, 
unlike long economic positions. me's current short interest is over 21% of IBC's recognized 
:float, yet th~ current disclosure rul~· do not require any' 1ransparency by those. short sellers. Per 
information provided from NASDAQ, a sizeable short position was initiated in me the last two 
weeks of February 2009. During this timeframe, IBC's short interest doubled, but due to the. 
current diselosure requirements, the holder of this position was not required to disclose anything 
to me and its investors. Furthermore, as·noted earlier, ffiC's second and third highest days of 
trading volume occurred on the same days as a misleading analyst report was released. The 
current rules allow sho~ sellers, whethe~ acting in concert or not, to remain· completely 
anonymous. Due to the one sided disclosut"e requirements, me and its investors do not laiow 
whether any short seBers hold sizeable short interests or their intentions; however, all holders 
know information for significant long positions. 

This information asymmetry leads to uncertainty for investors. Due to the fact that me is a 
financial institution, this information' asymmetry could pose a systemic risk to me and other 
financial institutions experiencing .similar short interest growth. Thus, IBC asks that the 
Commission adopt a d~sclostire provision under Section 13(d) or under Regulation SHO, for 
short economic positions, mirroring the disclosut'e ~uirements for long economic positions . 
under'Seotion l3(d). Dis~losure rules for specific eoonomic interests should be parallel for \>9th 
long and sliort positions and should not only be limited· to significant long interests. 

4 •.. The Commission shoold adopt the Modified Uptick Rule based·on the National Best 
' . . 

• 
18 Theodoro N. Mirvls, Adam 0. Bmmmch, and Adam M. Gogolak, Beneficial Ow.nershfp of Equity Dema/ives 
and Short Posillom- A Motjesl Proposal to Bring the J 3D Reporting System into the 2 1'1 Century, Waohtell, Lipton, 
Rosen & Katz Memorandum (March 3, ~008). 
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IBC strongly supports the Corruni"ssion's proposal to institute Proposed Rule 201(b)(I)f9 and 
Proposed Rule 20l(a)(2),30 establishing a modified uptick rule based on the national best bid 
("Best Bid Uptlck,Rtlle"). The Commission's Proposed SHO Amendments called for empirical 
data regarding the costs and benefits of reinstatfng short. sales price tests. me 0 believes that -the 0 

empirical data used by the Commission to eliniinate the Uptick Rule was economically 
inconclusive, and.tbat mc•s market data, as detailed above, shows conclusive evidence that a 
Best Bid Uptick Rule is needed to limit 'short tetn!, speculative short sellers' ability to negatively 
impact stocks. 

A. The Uptick Rule was eliminated with no "economically significant" results to 
indicate the Uptick Rule was beneficial or detrimental to the market . 

. The reports· disctissed at the Pilot Roundtable, including the report by the OEA and other 
academic reports, concluded that the Uptick Rule was no longer necess8ry. However, this. 
conclusion was based uJ)on the absence of any economically significant positive or negative 
findings regard.irig the effect" of the Uptick Rule. ·For example, the OEA found little empirical 
justification for maintaining the Uptick Rule for actively traded securities.31 Specifically, the 
OEA found that the Uptick Rule had (1) no impact on .daily volatility, (2) limited impact of price 
distortion, and (3) no impact on market quality or liquidity of actively traded stockS.32 

Therefore, the OEA report not only found little justification for maintaining the Uptick Rule, but 
also found little justification for eliminating it. Also, outside researchers looked at the data from 
the Pilot Program. These academics generally supported the removal of the Uptick Rule with 
mixed results, but the· underlying results behind their conclusions were ultimately "economically 
inconclusive." 

Charles Jones, Professor of Finance at Columbia Unive~sity, discussed his report at the Pilot 
Roundtable. Prof«?SSor Jones looked at 1932 aitd the effeot of the institution of the Uptick Rule 
9D short sellers. He concluded that during this timeframe, liquidity improved while short mterest 
declined. This appeared to support some sort of short se11er restriction; however, Professor Jones 
noted that he could not extrapolate events from that timeframe to tQe cw:re!lt environment due to 
the drastically different market of the Great Depression. IBC argues that the current market 
environment represents a similar serious structural market change as that of the Great 
Depression; and therefore, is itidicative of the positive impact of a s~ort seller restriction can 
have during these structural changes. ProfesSor Jones also concluded there w~s no change in 
volatility or volume, nor did it have a price impact upon the institution of the Uptick Rule 
originally. · · . . . · 

• 0 

:l9 ~roposed Rule 20l(b)(l) provides that ·~[a] tradlilg center shall.establis!l. maintain, and onforce written policies 
and procedures re~onably ~esigned to prevent the execution or. dfsp\ay of a short sole Qrder in a cov~red security at 
a down bid price." See Proposed SHO Amendments at 248. · . · . · 
30 Proposed Rule 201(a)(2) defines "down-bid price" as "a price that is less than the"current national best bid or. if 
the last differently priced national best bid was greater than the current national best bid, a price. that is leSs than or 
equal to tho current national best bid.'' Id. · 
31 Seeid. at 13. · · 
32 See id. at.14, nt. 38. 
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Professor Ingrid Werner, Professor of Finance at The Ohio State University also presented her 
report at the Pil!Jt Round~ble. Profess9r Ingrid looked at the actual Pifot Program to determine 
whether the Uptick Rule had a negative impact on· the market. Professor Ingrid concluded 1hat 
the Uptick Rule caus"ed a decline in short sales and noted that the elimination may :bave had a 
small effect on liquidity. However, Professor Paul J. Irvine critiqued Professor Werner's report 
and noted that there was. no· "economic significance" to any of Professor Wemer,s findings. 
Furthermore, Professor Irvine noted that Professor Werner,s rqjort did not discuss what would 
have happened during unusual volatility. Thus, Professor Wemer,s report doesn't explain what 
benefit or detriment the Uptick R'Uie would have had in this current economic environment, 
which is characterized by extreme volatility. 

Lastly, Gordon J. Alexander, Professor of Finance at the University of Minnesota, presented his 
report at the Pi~ot ·Roundtable which also discussed the impact of the Pptick Rule during the 
Pilot Program. Professor Alexander concluded that the Uptick Rule created (I) no--change in 
short seller trading volume, (2) no change in implied volatility or in any other measure of 
volatility, and (3) no change in market efficiency. Therefore, Professor Alexander concluded 
that the data from the Pilot Program did n6t show whether the Uptick Rule was effective or not. 

Thus, the Pilot Roundtable provided no economically significant data to find that the Uptick 
Rule was a benefit or detriment to the market. Furthermore, the Pilot Roundtable failed to look · 
at the ecQnomic significance of the Uptick Rule on small vs. large market cap participants and 
also failed "to look at so~Caned outliers. As noted in the Pilot Roundtable, the studies only looked . 
at the averages of the participants in 'the study. Lastly, the data set from.the Pilot Program was 
not repres~tative of the Uptick Rute•s ope.ration during a significant structural change in the 
market. Thus, me argues that the Pilot Program produ~ no empirical evidence upon which the 
Commission should have relied to eliminate the Uptick Rule in the first place. 

0 0 

The Commission and the Proposed SHO Amendments have asked for empirical data. regarding 
the cost and benefits of reinstating .a short sale price test or imposing a circuit breaker rule and 
the impact on the market of reinstating such restrictions-noting that comment letters and 
requests thus far pad not included any empirical data yet rather provided speculative opinions. 
me notes that no economically significant data .was presented to the Commission when the 
Uptick Rule was eliminated, but that the impact of short sales on ffiC,s stock price is market data 
which shows the Commission-should take action. · 

B. Due to a lack of academic empirical data, and with market data showing negative 
short seller impact, the Commission should adopt the Best Bid Uptick Rule. . · · 

· During the Commission's proposal regarding eliminating the Uptick Rule and its Proposed SHO 
Amendments, the Commission called for empirical data. When eliminating Ule Uptick Rule, t1:ie 
Commission received no economically significant data, yet voted to eliminate the Uptick Rule. 
me strongly urges the Commission to adopt the Best Bid Uptick Rule in light of the market data 
showing the negative impact of unlimited short seJiing. · me believes that this rule will help 
prevent potentiaily. abusive or manipulative short seUi_ng from irrationally· driving down an 

r 

[ 
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issuer's stock price. In the absence of economically significant evidence to the contrary, the 
Commission should adopt the Best Bid Uptick Rule in order to protect investors and bolster 
investor confidence: The Commission should .not only rely on current short sale regulations and 
anti-fraud/anti-manipulation provisions of the securities laws to address potentially abusive short 
selling. The Commission's resources are limitea, and during a structural market event such as 
the current credit crisis, there are too many opportunities for abuse and not enough resources to 
monitor all situations. 

IBC supports the adoption of the Best Bid Uptick Rule over a modified uptick rule based· on the 
.last sale price. As the CoDunission has noted, a modified uptick rule based on the national best 
bid is based on information that reflects current levels of buying and sellliig, as opposed to a last 
sale price which reflects past information and is subject to a potential ninety (90) second delay 

. window. IBC believes that a Best Bid Uptick Rule, creating a short selling restriction~ ',VOuld 
drive relatively uninformed traders out of the pool of shorts, as some academics have fo\llld.33 

Had the Best Bid Uptick Rule been in effect this year, IBC pelieves that uninformed, momentUm 
short sellers would have been driven from the pool of short sellers offfiC's stock. The Best Bid 
Uptick Rule would create an incremental cost which would deter relatively uninformed short 
trading, and by removing those uninfonned short seJiers, me believes that informed short sellers 
~ould· have still aequired their positions and would have .profited based on fundamentals, rather 
than from the added return speculative, uninforme~ short sellers caused in the stock. 

While the Proposed SHO Amendments call for comments on numerous topics·, IBC only . 
addresses the ~allowing issues, regarding the Best Bid Uptick Rule: 

(i) · 'JBC strongly urges the Best Bid Uptick Rule be adopte(lwith no exemption 
for a brf?ker-dealer engaging in a bonafide market making activity. 

. . . 
me strongly urges the Commission to further investigate the implications of market markers 
being exempt from short selling rules. For example~ the Commission should provide strict 
guidance o~ what constitutes "~ona fide· market making activity.n As noted below, the 
Commission1s attempt to clarify· bona fide activities only clarified that "bona fide activities" 
were essentially det~ed by the market makers. A market maker's job is to. provide liquidity 
to the market. In a declining market, the market itself is providing liquidity on the sell side; 
therefore, the market maker should provide liquidity on the buy side. me believes that no 
market maker exemption is necessary to provide greater liquidity in a declining market and the 

· Commission has reported no economically sigirl:ficant data to show otherwise. Therefore,- IBC 
urges· 'the Commission adopt final rules with no exemption for market makers, or at a minimum 
provi~e strict guidance for the definition of"bona fide market making activities." 

33 See Douglas W. Diamond and Robert E. Verrecchia, Cons!raints on Short Selling and Asset Price AdjUstment tq 
Private lnfonnatioit, 18 ~OURNAL OF. FlNANCJAi:ECONOMTCS 277, 279 (1987). . • 

•. 
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{ii) IBC s/fongly urges the Best Bid Uptick Rule be adopted wlfh no exemption 
for trades occurring after regu!ar trading. hours in the United States. 

Under the Uptick Rule, the. Commission inter_Preted the rule to apply to .all trades in covered 
securities, regardless of what time the trade occurred. 34 

· Therefore, any short sale ·was 
constrained to the last sale price reported at closing of the market. If the Commission were to 
adopt the Best Bid Uptick Rule. without such a provision, then large market participants \V<]uld be 
able to effectuate their 1Iading strategies dming after-hours ttading. Thus,· the Commission 
would create two different trading hours, one set for long positions dming the regular· hours and 
another set for short positions in the after-hours. This bifurcation would eliminate any possible 
benefits of· the Best Bid Uptick Rule, and would simply shift the time frames of those 
transactions. Thus, IBC urges the Commission to have tbe Best Bid Uptick Rule apply during all 
trading time periods. 

(iii) IBC s/fongly urges ·the Commission adopt the Best Bit! Uptick .Rule 
without a pilot study on the impact of such a rule. · 

The Commission's Pilot Program was an experiment using the market to detenlrlne the 
effectiveness of the Uptick Rule. As noted earlier, the results of this ~riment were 
inconclusive. In the Proposed SHO Amendments, the Commission seeks comment on whether it 
should engage in wiother pilot study to look at reinstituting some fonn of the Uptick· rule. me 
strongly. mges the Commission to forego a pilot program and promptly begin the three month 
implementation period. 

As various panelists at the Pilot R<mndtable discussed, the Pilot Program was unable to show 
what would happen during a structural changing event, such as the credit Crisis. An additional 
pilot study at this point in time will not provide any more guidance on how the removed Uptick 
Rule would have performed in the past twelve (12) month&. A pilot study is forward looking and 
cannot show how the Uptick Rule would have performed, unless those conditions occur again 
dQrl*g the study. Due to the government~s response to the credit crisis, the probability of our 
markets experiencing another structural change in then~. six (6) to twelve (12) months is low. 
Such a study would likely produce little or no benefit, while the cost of allowing short ·sellers .to 
continue unrestrl~ is large. Therefore, me strongly urges the Commission to adopt the Best 
Bid Uptick Rule without a pilot study .. 

· 5. The Commission should immediately adopt a Circuit Breaker witb a i}rohibition on 
short sales once triggered. 

In addition to the Best Bid Uptick Rule, me strongly uiges the Commission to adopt the 
proposed circuit "Qreaker halt rule (~'Circuit Breaker Halt Rule,.). IBC urges the Commission to 
adopt the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule, such that upon a decline often percent (1 00/o) in the price of 
a particular security, increases in short economic positions in ~t security, wlierever it is traded, 
will be temporarily prohibited. me is ag~t a circuit breaker uptick rule, which would apply a 

•
34 See Exchange Act Release No. 48709 (Oct. 28, 2003). 
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modified uptick rule after the decline of some designated percentage, as. me urges the 
Commission to adopt a Best Bid Uptick Rule which would apply at all times, as discussed above. 

IBC believes that a Circuit Breaker Halt Rule would provide the ability to prevent severe 'ttJear 
raids., While most Self Regulated Organizations ("SRO,) have the ability to halt trading in a 
security, me believes that a unifonn circuit breaker is necessary for investor confidence, and to 
act as a deterrent to bear raids. In 'addition to the Lehman Brothers example discussed earlier, on 
September 8, 2008, United Airlines ("UAL'') shares plummeted 76% due to 'Ullfounded rmnors 
of a bankrqptcy. Presumably, members of the bear raid on UAL shorted the stock down and then 
covered at or around the ·bottom. Had a Circuit Breaker Halt Rule been involved, me believes 
the extreme intraday voJatility would have been limited and a complete trading halt of UAL 
stock would have'been averte~ 

Furthermore, as the Commission has noted,35 a halting in increases of short economic positions 
aUows the opportunity for investors to become aware, and respond to significant market 
movements. If a circuit breaker under the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule is triggered, investors would 
receive a market signal that would allow them to rationally evaluate if the downtmn is due to 
:fundainentals or short se11er speculation. Thus, the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule .would provide. 
greater investor protection. ~d instill confidence. 36 

· · 

Regarding speoific operation of the Circuit Breaker .Halt Rule, IBC stroniJy urges the 
Commission to impose the Circuit Breaker Halt. Rule where a ten pereent (19%) decline in the 
price of a security would halt all increases in short economic positions for the remainder of the 

· trading day. ffiC agrees with the Commission that a ten percent (10%) decline trigger point, 
based on the security's prior day closing price, is an appropriate level as it is consistent with 
current SRO Circuit Break:ers.37 Furthermore, the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule provides a balance 
between the need to halt manipulative short selling and a market participant's expectation that 
legitimate short selling strategies will be available. · 

The Conunission asked 'ror comments .~egarding a circuit breaker's impact on "bear raids.'.38 

IBC believes that' by imltituting a Circuit Breaker Halt Rule, investors would be able to evaluate 
whether the breaker was triggered based on i:be incorporation of unfavorable information inte the 
stock price, or if it was triggere(l due to non-fundamental actions, such· as a "bear. raid." If 
investors determine that a '''bear raid'' is occurring, they will be able to acljust their holdings by 
taking advantage of this infonnation to purchase more shares at this lower price. This will in 
turn push the price back to its fundamental value and counteract the bear raid. This brief halt 
will minimize the profitability of all "bear raid" strategies; and thus, deter ''bear raids" in th~ 
market. · · 

While the Proposed SHO Amendments call for comments on. numerous topics, me o:Dly 
addresses the. following issues, regarding the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule: 

35 See Pr'!posed SHO Amendments at 87 (citlng Excllan&o Act Release No. 26198 (OcL 19, 19S8)). 
35 See Exchange Aot Release No. 39846 (April 9, 1998). . · 
37 See Proposed SHO Amendments at 93. 
38 See id. at 107. · 

t 
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. A. IBC strongly urges the Comm18slon to adopt the Circuit Br.eaker Halt Rule with a 
uniform trigger point and then commission a pilot study to look at dijforent trigger levels for 
di/forent stocks, but not commission a general pilot study, · 

me· strongly urges the Commission to adopt the· CirQirlt Breaker Halt Rule with a ten percent 
(10%) trigger point without a piiot study. me believes that immediate action is needed in order 
to provide stability in the market and restore investor confidence. IBC believes that the 

. Commission should look at conducting a pilot. ~dy which varies the triggering ·levels for 
·different types of.stocks. me suggests the Commission conduct a pilot study to look at the 
impact of yarying the trigger by market capitalization and by sector. Specifically~ the 
Commission should look at·decreasing the trigger point for financial institutions which pose a 
special sY,stemic r;isk ~ the economy, and look at decreasing the trigger point for small cap 
companies who aie likely most at risk for manipulative short selling strategies, due to a lack of 
·analyst coverage. · 

B. . IBC strongly urges the Commission to adopt the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule and 
have it be effective· throughout the entire trading day. 

The Commission noted 1hat a proposed circuit breaker would not be triggered if there was a· 
. severe decline in the price· of any security within thirty· (30) ·ininutes of the end of regular trading 
hours on any trading day.39 However, me strongly urges the Cominission to apply the Circuit 
Breaker Halt Rule uniformly tluoughout the day. Just as me believes that the Best Bid Uptick 
Rule" should apply at all times, me also believes that by allowing the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule 
to be relaxed dwing the last thirtY (30) minutes, short sellers would be encouraged to engage in 
speoulative strategie~ during that time frame. As mentioned above, UAL's stock price was 
pushed down in a matter of minutes; therefore, a thirty (30) minute window would allow an 
opporttullty for speculative short sellers to still effectuate severely manipulative schemes during 
that tbne :frame. 

C. IBC strongly urges the Commission adopt the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule without 
an exf!mptlon for options market markers selling short as part of bona fide market making in 
derivatives and hedging activities related to a security subject to a halt. 

me believes short selling should be stopped in all forms once the Cir~uit Breaker Halt Rule is 
triggeJ.'Cild and not allow any exceptions during this time. The reason for implementing a circuit 
breaker of any type·is to give investors·the ability to evaluate the market signal of a severe price 
decline. Inyestors during the decline must be assured that further selling pressure is not being . 
put on the stock price by indirect means. Short se11ers should not be able to exploit any 
loopholes by using derivatives and exemptions to increase their short position. 

The Regulation ~HO Amendments noted that dur.lng the Short Sale Ban, a market maker could 
not effect a short sale if the .tnarket maker knew that the customer's or counterparty's transaction 

3~ See id. at 140. 
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would result in the customer or coWlterparty establishing or incr"~g a net short position. 40 

IBC believes tru,\t this provision must be included in the Circuit Breaker Halt Rule, as the rule's 
pwpose is to prevent an increase of a short position dui'inf the halt. The Commission argues' that 
the time period of one day renders this provision moot.4 However, if the intention is to allow 
investors to process the downturn signal; no investors should be f\ble to continue increasing a 
short interest in any form. Therefore, IBC asks the Commission remove the eXemption for 
options marke( makers ancl' reinstitute a' provision for options market makers similar to those 
dUring the Short Sale Ban. · 

Similarly: on October 17, 2008, the Commission eliniinated the options market maker exemption 
to the mandatory buy-in requirement of Regulation SHO, Rule 204T.42 However, Rule 204T, 
which requires clearilig firms by 9:30 a.m. on the day after settlement date to close out short 
sales that did 'not settle, is set to expire on July 31, 2009. As discussed in. detail throughout this. 
letter, me urges the SEC to amend Rule' 203. and Rule 2.04T to require all short sellers pre
borrow tb.eir shares prior to initiating a s]lort sale, fjut at a mbPmum the Commission should 
make Rule 20.4T pennanent with no options market maker exemption.43 The eonunission 
believed that the elimination of the options market maker exemption would further ·reduce 
failQres to deliver and addressed potentially abusive naked short selling when it took ·aotl.on in 
October 2008.44 Therefore, at a minimum, the Commission should make Rule 204T permanent 
with no exemption for options inarket makers as its reasoning still applies today. 

6. · !{the Commission adopts a Circuit Breaker which triggers the modified rule based 
on the national best bid, then the Commission should tailor the amendments to specifically 
address the risk to financial institutions. · 

On March 24, the NYSE, NASDAQ and others exchanges (the "Exchanges'~ sent a letter to the 
Commission with their recomme.ripation for the amendments to Regulation SHO. The letter wa8 
sent prior to the eonunission's open meeting adopting the Proposed SHO Amendments' and 
calling for commentS on the proposed rules. The letter asked that the Conunission institute a 
·Best Bid Uptiak Rule 1o apply when a circuit breaker is triggered (the "Exchange Proposaf'), 
rather than ha~g it apply constantly as me argues. 

If the Commission agrees with the 'Exchanges ~d adopts final rules which mirror the Exchange· 
Proposal. me asks that 'the Commission adjust the Exchange P.roposal to provide greater . 
protection 'to' financial institutions, due to the special risks associated with reputational damage to 
that industry sector. · 

Both the F~~eral Reserve and the Commission acknowledged the systemic risk that market 
manipulators pose ~o financial institutions. 45 These risks included a significant decline in st-ock 

~0 See id. at 96. 
41 Id. at 97. . 
42 Exchange Act RelenSI) No, 34-58775 (October 17, 2008). 
43 For a further discussioD, see Section 6 below. 
44 See id. at 11. . 
-H See Short Sale Emergency Ban Ordlll" at 2 
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prices, the ·reduction of a financial institution's ability to fairly deal with counterparties, risk of 
significant depositor "withdrawals and an overall threat to fair and orderly markets. ~6 me argues 
that these special risks will continue to .exist if the Commission adopts the Exchange Proposal. 
Therefore, me asks that tlie Commission create special rules for all 11:financial institutions't47 

me argues that if the Exchange·Proposal is adopted, then IBC's proposal, the Best Bid Uptick 
Rule and Circuit ·Breaker Halt Rule, as previously discussed, should be adopted for financial 
inStitutions. · · 

Currently, there is a bill· in the Senate which would require the Commission to adopt a modified 
Uptick rule for "financial institutions. ,,ots Therefore, the Commission should adopt the Best Bid 
Uptick Rule for "financial institutions." At a minimum, the Commission should alter the 
Exchimges' Proposal to· have a <::ircuit Breaker Halt Rule for financial institutions. As noted 
earlier, financial institutions pose a special risk to the market. Without meaningful restrlctions 
on short sellers, the past may repeat itself, causing a crisis of confidence with broad market 
consequenoes.49 

· The Commission found a need to adopt .emergency orders prohibiting all short 
sales for weeks, to allow investors to evaluate whether the price declines of financial institutes. 
were signaling a change in fundamenta1s or a speculative short sale strategy. At a minimum, 
financial institutions, their investors and depositors, should be afforded at least an afternoon to 
evaluate a significant intraday decline without the fear of increasing short interests. Therefore, 
me asks that if the Commission' adopts the Exchange Proposal, the Commission modify their 
proposal to allow for a Circuit Breaker Halt for :financial.institutions. 

7. The Commission should examine the Market Maker exemption from the. "Locate" 
Requirement under Rule 203(b)(2(iii) and its effect on the market's clearing system. 

In addition to"the Commission's pr~posed amendments to Regil]ation SHO of an uptick test and 
circuit breaker, IDC also urges the Commission to investigate and provide trapsparency into the 
market maker exemption and clearing process related to naked short selling by market makers. 
Currently, there is little transparency into market making actiVities and the clearing process for 
issuers and investors. me believes that some. market makers may be using the clearing process 
and Regulation SHO Rule 203(b)(2)(iii) to mask naked short sales. These short sales represent 
1he same threat that the Commission fa~ when it implemented rules preventing naked short 
sales for individual investors. Therefore, me asks that the Commission investigate and proVide 
data to stakeholders regarding the costs and benefits ofRule 203(b)(2)(iii). 

An individual investor who wishes to enter a short position in a security is subject to the 
requirements of Regulation SH0.50 Rule 203(b)(l) requires the short seller to borrow or arrange 
to ~orrow the securi~es m. time to make delivery· to the buyer within a standard three..<Jay 

~6 Seeld. 
47 IBC recom.numds the Commission adopt the definition of c'financial institutions" ftom the Short Sale Emergency 
Ban Order, Appendix A. 
~~SeeS. 605, 11th Congress §1(4) (2009). 

• 
49 As noted by the Gommisslon 1n the Short Sale Emergency Ban Order at 2 
.so 17 CFR 242.203 et. seq. . 
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settlement period from the trade date ("T+J" or "locate requirement'). 51 If a short seUer camiot 
"locate" the securities, a broker-dealer is not able to. engage in the short sale transaotion;52 When 
locating the shares, a short seller must borrow the secwity and deposit collateral with the lender 
(typically the proceeds from the sale of the security). This subjects the short seller to borrowing. 
costs, including the loss of use of their deposit, the loss of interest from the deposit (which the 
lender receives), and the ri$ of additional margin calls.'3 If the short seller fails to purchase or 
borrow the stock in aecorclance with the locate requirement, the short sell~ has "failed to 
deliver" ("FTD") and has a naked short position. Regulation SHO Rule 204T requires a broker 
to track all FTDs and then borrow or buy-in. sufficient securities to close out those FTDs'the 
beginning of regular trading on T+4.54 

According to Regulation SHO Rule 203(b)(2)(iii), a "market maker"" is exempt from the 
"locate" requirement; and thus, may engage m naked short.sale transactions if they are en~aged 
in "bona-fide market making activities in the security for which the exemption is claimed!' ts The 
Commission recently provided guidance on the definition of .. bona-fide market making 
activities.'.s7 However, this guidanc_e simply confirmed that "bona fide market making 
actiVities" .were in the discretion of the market maker. 58 We are not aware of any publication 
where a mark~t maker was required to defend their use of this exemption. 59 

·Therefore,· market makers' are able to engage in naked short sales without the borrowing costs 
associated with short selling. They do not have to borrow the ~tock; they have 'no transaction 
costs; they are not su~ect to margin requirements; and they have full use of the shoit sale 
proceeds immediately.6 Academics have proposed that market makers are strategically failing 
to deliver when borrowing costs are high; thus, they may be abusing their market maker 
exemption to produce the largest economic benefit for themselves, rather than using the
exemption to provided needed liquidity to the market. 61 !here is cutTe~tly no meaningful 
transparency into the transactions of market makers. Similarly, the number of FfDs by market 
makers is unlmown. 

51 17CFR242.203(b)(l) 
52 Id. · 
JJ See Robert Brooks and Clay M. Moffett, Tbe Naked Tn!th: Examining Prevailing Practices In Short Sales 'and the 
Resultant Voter Disenfranchisement, THE JOURNAL OF TRADINO, '46, 47 (2008 (hereinafter referred to as "Brooks 
and MoffeJI'). · · 
54 Rule 204t(aX1). 
SJ See Exchange Act Section 3(a)(38), 15 U.S.C. 78c(a)(38) ("The term 'market maker' means· any specialist 
permitted to act BS a ~ealer, any dealer acting in the capacity of blook positioner, and any dealer who, with respect to 
a security, holds himself out (by entering quotations in an inter-dealer eommunications system or otherwise) as 
being willing to buy Epid sell such seCurity for his own account on a regular or continuous basis."). 
-'617 CFR242.203(b)(2Xiii) · . . 
~See Exchfttlge Act ReleRSe No. 34-58115 (October i7, 2008). . . · 
' See id. at 29 (stating that whether or not a market maker is engaged in bona fide market mnk..ing would depend on 
the fact. and ciroilmstancoo of lhe particu!l;ll' activity), · 
$!>Brooksand Moffett at 47. . · 
60 Brooka and Moffett at i17. . 
61 SetrBrooks and Moffet at 48 (oiting~on.i, Leslie, Strategic Delivezy Failures in U.S. Equity Marl<ets," 9 JouRNAL 
OFFINANCJAL MARKBTS t; 1-26 (2006)), 
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Some academics believe that the market maker exemption allows for the creation of "phantom" 
securities. Once a market maker fails to deliver a security, there is a possibility that the market 
maker may sell the · stock they were supposed to locate to another long inveStor.. The 
unsuspecting long investor may purchase this phantom security and the market maker may place 
a marker in the investor's account, which would act as a pledge to deliver the shares once they 
·eventually loc~te thoSe shares. 62 The long investor believes that he has received "good delivery" 
of the phantom stock and may begin to exercise the fruits of ownership .of that security, including 
voting power: However, if the·market maker never "locates" the share, the long investor never 
actually gets the security, but there is no way for an investor to know whether his share is real or 
phantom •. 63 According to the Depository TlllSt Company ("DTC''), due to the complexity of the 
clearing and settlement system, it is not "feasible to trace any particular delivery or fail to deliver 
by a seller to any particular receive or fail to receive by a buyer., · 

This situation should be remedied by the clearing system. The DTC iindlor the National 
Securities Clearing Corporation ("NSCC') have the ·power to either borrow the shares from 
another member accowtt througli the Stock Borrowing-Program ("SBP'}, or force the market 
maker to buy the security in the 'open market.64 However, Uilless the market maker is forced to 
"buy in," the NSCC's borrowing of the stock may allow the FfD to remain permanent. This has 
the potential to leave phantom stock in the system. 

Additionally, because our market system now aggregates ·certificates into fungible pools of 
shares that serve as sources for lending sh~es~ broker's cannot identify which shares .. of stock 
have been lent. 65 

· Therefore, if Broker A has aggregated 100 shares from 100 investors, not held 
in margin accounts (thus, not lendable), and if Broker B has engag~ in a naked short and goes to 
the NSCC to borrow the stock, who subsequently borrows that single share from Br~ker A, the 
NSCC has .created a "phantom" share from a single "real" shale. Neither the purchaser of the 
phantom stock, nor any of Broker A's investors are aware of this. At a very minimum, 
additional voting rights are created, due to Broker A's customer believing he or she has voting 
rights, and the new holder belieying they have a right to vote as well. This is a problem for 
shares held in margin accounts as well, see Section 9 of this Letter, below. 

The combination of the market marker exemption and broker example above creates a 
cOmplexity with which investors and issuers $ould be concerned. The creation of phantom 
shares has serious consequences. Phantom shares create supply pressure on the market. Basic 

· economics dictates that increased supply of shares results ·in depressed share prices. 
Furthermore, corporate fovemance is threatened as more shareholders hold voting power than 
the issuer has allowed.6 When actual certificates needed to be located prior to 1973, the holder 

62 See id at 47. . 
63 Brooks and Moffet note that the clearing process takes place in "back rooms" and· is hidden ftom an individual 
investor. which was precipitated by the move to a custody sysmm U11973. The professors note that physjcaltransfer 
of certificates QJeated o ~ttleneck In the clearhtg process, but that the move to holding securities in street names and 
the use of the DTC and the NSCC has created a complex system that is-entirely anonymous. Id. at 47-50. 
64 ld. At 52. · · 

· 65 Brooks and Moffett at 52. · · . 
66 Brooks and Moffett at 52~57. 
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of the certificate was able to evidence their voting rights. The. lender of the shares retained 
economic benefits of the shares, but surrendered their voting rights to the short seller. This 
waiver of voting rights no longer exists with the elimination of certificates. 67 The broker 
example exemplifies this effect Using the example above, if there are no lendable certificates, 
Broker A will potentialJy have 100 votes and Broker B will hav~ 1 vote. The phantom share will · 
expand the· pool of voters. Broker A believes it has a 1 00% voting interest, but in reality wlll 
only have a 990,4, interest: If all interests are·voted, the issuer will have overvoting in all proxy 
contests. This has been documented by various sources. 68 Brokers have policies in place to 
"pro-:rate" these overvotes.69 HoweVer~ pro-rating expllcitly.acknowledges that prumtom shares 
eXist in the system and dilutes the voting power of legitimate votes. 

The above example 'oversimplifies this complex issue; howev.m:, the possible outcomes are· a 
serious concern for IBC, all issuers and investors. Therefore, me asks that the Commission 
investigate the market marker exemption and evaluate the costs and benefits·. of creating 
transparency in this part of the :tnarket. There is strong· evidence that the Commission's actions 
on September 18, 2008 had a profound effect on naked short selling trading.70 However, lBC 
believes that the Commission should .examine the entire market system. including the market 
makers and clearing process, to ensure that investors are being protected and that the Il181'kets are 
able to opemte efficiently. 

A lack of transparency in this part of the market can lead to negative perceptions regarding the 
accuracy of reported FIDs. As noted by the Commission, this can lead to investors taking 
actions to prevent their stock from being transferred to securities intennediarles, such as the DTC 
or other brokerMdealers by marketing their securities "custody only. "71 These actions could . · 
undermine the goal of a national clearance and settlement system. Therefore, me ·urges the 
Commission to provide transparency i,lto this part of the mark~ to prom~te investor confidence. 

8. If the .Commfssio~ do~ not amend Regulation SHO to provide for a ."pre
borrowing" requirement. the Commission should at least make Regulation. SHO, Rule 
204T permanent. 

As stated in Seotion.2, IBC urges the Commission to adopt a ''pre--bonowing" requirement for all 
short sales transactions. Without a pre-borrowing requiremen~ short sellers have the ability to 
implement strategies around triggering a failure to deliver, such rui· through "churning'' a~ 
mentioned above. However, if the Commission does not adopt IDC's recommendation, then the 
Commission should at least make the a1:1t0matic buy-in provisions of Rule 204T permanent. 

0 0 0 I 

67 Brooks arid Moffett at 52. . · 
68 Books and Moffett at 56 {noting that the SecW'ities Transfer Association found 341 oases of overvoting out of341 
cases reviewed m 2005). . . .. . 
69 See Bob Drummon, One 8h(ll'e, One Vote: Short Selling Short Circuits System, BLOOMBERG NEWS, March 1, 
2006. . .. 
70 See Tom McGinty and Jenny Strasburg, Shorts Sellers SqtJe~ed All Around, THB WALL STREET JOURN~ April 
7/2009. . . 
7 See Exchange Act Rele!lSe No. 34-58775, nt. 20 (October 17, 2008). 
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On Septemoer 17, 2008, as part of the Short Sale Ban, 72 the Commission strengthened delivery 
requirements by adding an immediately effective provision to Regulation SHO, Rulir204T. ~ule 
204T imp'oses a penalty on any clearing agency participant which has an FTD. On October 14,' 
2008, the Coliunission adopted Rule 204T as it appeared in the Short Sale Ban. Rule 204T 
requires clearing agency participants to close out all F1Ds by 9:30 a.m. Pn the day after 
settlement date ("T+.f"), ·either by boirowing or purchasing secwities of like kind and quantity. · 

. . 
Rule 204T also ·contains a sunset provision, ahd is set to expire. on July 31, 2009. The 
Commission explained that the siutset provision would "enable the Coxmnission to aSsess the. 
operation of the temporary rule and intervening developments, including a restoration of stability 
to the financial markets, as well as ~ublic coinments, and consider whether to continue the rule 
with or. without modification at all.'' 3 · . . 

There have been benefits by haVing a required buy-in provision, even though there is the ability · 
to operate manipulativ~ schemes within Rule 204T's three day window. For example, the 

... number of FTDs has plummeted, to a daily average of 79 in the three months ending in March 
from 529 in the first .nine months of ~008, according to an analysis of trading data from major 
stock exchanges done by the Wall·Street Journa1.74 me believes that naked short sellers are still 
operating witbit) the three day window, but at least the current provision limits the time for their 
strategy ~d increases their costs by having to work around this provision. To allow Rule 204T 
to expire would be-a dramatic step backwards. 

Furthe~ore, on October 17, '2008, the Commission eliminated the options market maket 
exemption to the mandatory buy-in requirement of Regulation SH0.75 As discussed previously, 
the Commission believed that the elimination of the options market maker exemption would 
further reduce F'fl?s and addressed potentially abusive naked short selling. 76 The redu~tion of 
FTDs takes into a~count Rule 204T with no ·market maker exemption. Therefore, Rule 204T as 
currently in effect should continue to address potentially abusive naked short sellillg. Thus, lBC 
argues that the Commission should make Rule 204T plmna.nent with no exemption for options 
market makers. 

. . 
9. The Commission should promulgate rnles which require the allocation of shares 
lerit, and dis411ose to those'margin account holders that they no longer have l'Oting righis in 
order to prevent the dilution of an shareholders. 

. Overvoting can have an invisible influence on a company. Commentators have noted that 
through the use of naked short sales, certain persons can potentially manipulate high stakes 

72 See supra note 23 and ac~~panying text. 
: Exchange Act RBlease No. 34-58774 (Oct. 14, 2008). . . 

Tom McGinty and Jenny Stroliburg; Short Sellers Squeezed All Around: SEC Closes Loopholes as Some Firms 
. Limit Stock Lending to Traders, THEW ALL STREET JOURNAL (April 7, 2009). 

75 ExcbBDge Act Release No. 34-58775 (October.l7, 2008). 
76 See id at 11. · 
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·electi<>ns.77 .If Broker X lends a customer's shares from out of.a margin account, because they 
·are all pooled together, the customer doesn't .know he or she doesn't have the shares to v:ote. 
This is regardless· of whether the SBP ;has created additional "phantom shares/' as discussed in 
Section 7. The margin account holders may vote in an election; and thus, in margin" accounts, 
"phantom voteS" are common place. The person who borrowed the sliares is able to vote the . 
shareS", if they still have them in possession,· or the person who purchases the shares from the 
short seller will vote them. Currently, the broker-dealers adjust the number of votes for each 
proposal by the number of overvotes. If there are not more votes than actual shar~ held by the 
brokerage, then no adjustment is made. In this scenario, "phantom votes" are still in the pool of · . · 
eligible voters due to stock lending, just not obvious from vote tallies. Unless actrial margin 
account holders have voting rights taken away, then the possibilitY of dilution is present. · 

Several large companies, such as Intel, and other large ~arket participants, such as TIA-CREFF~ 
have indicated that margin account stock lending allows for corporate_ governance to be gamed.7 

me believes that short sellers can utilize short sales through margin stock lending to manipulate 
votes-even.within the current regulations. Theoretically, a short seller c~ utilize the three day 
window around a record date to gain voting rights. By borrowing the shares from a margin 
account, there is the possibility that more votes are able to vote than duly and ·validly authorized 
by the issuer. An activist shareholder can utilize transaction to dilute other shareholders. This 
threat exists in today's regulatory scheme and me reiterates that the Commission should adopt a 
"pre-borrowing'' reqQirement to prevent potential manipulation of voting rights. 

If the C~mmi~sion does not adopt a "pre-borrowing'' requirement as discussed in Section 2, then 
me urges the Commission to require transparency into the practice of lending share$. me 
believes that shareholders should be able to have theif shares held in a margin account and lent 
out, but if a broker lends shares then it must attribute the borrowed stock to a specific margm 
account holder. They should also notifY the margin accourit holder that he or she no longer has 
voting rights due to the shares being len.t. Currently, brokerages are not required to incoxporate 
true. transaction costs from the transaction. These costs are passed down to all shareholders of the 
issuer through the negative impact of overvQting. Therefore, the Commission· should require 
those shares which are lent to be allocated and ~sclosed to the margin account holder. 

~ONCLUSION 

The "commis_sion eliminated the Uptick Rule in July 2007 after a pjJot study, which provided 
economically insignificant results on the effectiven~s of the Uptick Rule. Since that time, 
markets have experienced a roll~r coaster ride through increased. volatility and wild swings in 
stock prices as the economy has experienced a structural market change. During this time, short 
seJlers have engaged in abusive· short selling strategies and negatively impacted certain stocks, 
causing some companies' fundamental values to be significantly detached from their stock price. 
Because the strUctural market change dealt with the credit crisis, financial institutions were, and 
are currently being, targeted by short sellers who utilize rumors to engage in al;>usive short selling 

77 Bob D~und, Do11blu Vqting in Proxy Contests Threatens Shareholder Democ~cy, www.bloomberg.com 
(Febrilary 27, 2006) (last vlslted on May 29, 2009). 
iild. 
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strategies. The Commission iOenti:fied this threat in July and September 2008 and issued 
emergency orders to protect financial institutions, identifying that abusive short seller strategies 
posed a systemic risk to all financial institutions. The Commission should continue protecting 
financial institutions and other issuers from the continuing threat posed by abusive short sellers. 

me is a well capitalized $12.4 billion multi-bank futancial holding co,npany headquartered in 
. Laredo, Texas. Because it took TARP :fuqds at the Treasury's request, it d'?es not have ahy 
analyst coverage, and due to .its relatively smaUer mark(\lt c.apitalization in the :financial sector, 
IBC has been the victim of speculative short sellers who have driven a wedge between IBC's 
fundamental value and its stock price. Since taking TARP funds, mes short interest has grown 
860% and its stock price bas been reduced from over $24 to a low of $6.55. This has created ' 
unwananted concern in IBC's financial condition and posses a threat to me,. its shareholders · 
and depositors. FUrthermore, the increase of IBC's short interest to over 11 million shares 
shorted creates enormous opportunities for overvoting and significantly dilutes ~e property 
rights offfiC's shareholders. 

Because of the threat to IBC and other financial institutions posed by short sellers~ 1BC strongly 
urges the Commission to adopt a modjfied uptick rule based on the National Best Bid, pnd adopt 
a circuit breaker rule that would halt any increases in short positions in a particular security that 
suffers a ten percent (10%) intraday decline. In addition to the Commission•s call for comments 
on reinstating an uptipk rule and creating circuit breakers, me also respectfully asks the 
Commission to: (1) vigorously enforce the current short selling rules; (2) institute a "pre-borrow" 
requirement for short sale transactions, or ·at the very least, make Rule 204T pennanent; (3) 
promulgate disclosure rules for short sellers which mirror those obligations for long positions, 
(4) investigate the impact of the market maker exemption from the "locate" rule exemption under 
Regulati'?n SHO in connection with the pot~tial abuse of the clearing/settlement process 
creating naked short positions, and· (5) promulgate rules which would require brokers to allocate 
lent stocks to specific margin account holders and disclose to the margin account holder of a loss 
of voting for those shares. 

. . 
. Thank you (or your consideration of this letter." If you have any questions or wouid like any 
further information regarding the issues raised in this letter, please call the undersigned at (956) 
726~6614 .. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Nixon 
Chief Executive Officer and Chairman 
Intemntional Bancshares Corpomtion 

cc: Robert K.huzami, Director, Division of Enforcement 
John W.. While~ Director, Division of Corpomtion Finance 
James Brigagliano, Co-Acting Division·ofTrading and Markets 
Daniel. M. Gallagher. CO~Acting Division of Trading and Markets 
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JUNE 17, 2009 COMMENT LETTER TO THE SEC 



IBC 
International Bancshares 

Corporation 

June 17, 2009 

The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro, Chairman 
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey, Commissioner 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter, Commissioner 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar, Commissioner 
The Honorable Troy A. Paredes, Commissioner 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F. Street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20549-0609 

Re: Securities and Exchange Commission Release No. 34-59748; File No.· S7-08-09 (the 
"Proposed SHO Amendments") 

Dear Chairman and Commissioners: 

International Bancshares Corporation ("IBC"), 1 again respectfully submits this letter in response 
to the above release as a means to supplement me's original comment letter filed with the 
Conm:rission on June 9, 2009.2 As discussed in more detail in mC's original comment letter, . 
me fully supports the Commission's proposed rule to amend Regulation SHO under the 
Exchange Act of 1934 (the ''Exchange Acf') to adopt a modified uptick rule based on the 
National Best Bid, and adopt a 'Circuit breaker rule that would halt any increases in short 
positions in.a particular security that suffers a ten percent (10%) intraday decline. In addition to 
the Commission's call for comments on reinstating an uptick rule and creating circuit breakers, 
me also respectfully asks the Commission to: (1) vigorously enforce the current short selling 
rules; (2) institute a ''pre-borrow'' requirement for short sale transactions, or at the very least, 
make Rule 204T permanent; (3) promulgate disclosure rules for short sellers which mirror those 
obligations for long positions, ( 4) investigate the impact of the market maker exemption from the 
"locate" rule exemption under Regulation SHO in connection with the potential abuse of the 
clearing/settlement process creating naked short positions, and (5) promulgate rules which would 
require brokers to allocate lent stocks to specific margin account holders and disclose to the 
margin account holder of a loss of voting for those shares. 

The purpose of this second comment letter is to emphasize that me strongly believes the lack of 
reporting and transparency regarding short selling activities facilitates the nefarious actions of a 
handful of short selling predators to the detriment of thousands of legitimate shareholders 
holding long positions. While the argument is often made that in a free market both the short and 
long sides of ~e market must be allowed to freely function, there is no rational basis to allow the 
short side of the market to function in the shadows without the same level of transparency and 
disclosures that apply to the long side of the market. It is illogical that· while the dispensing of 

1 (NASDAQ: mQQ) is 14 $12.4 billion multi-bank financial holding company headquartered in Laredo, Texas, with 
over 265 facilities and over 420 ATMs serving more than 101 communities in Texas and Oklahoma. 
1 Exchange Act Release No. 34-59748 (Aprl18, 2009). 

P.O. DRAWER 1359, LAREDO, TEXAS 78042·1369 (966) 722-7611 
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infonnation by the registrant and investors on the long side of the market is highly restricted and 
prohibits materially misleading or incomplete information, the short side of the market is allowed 
to freely publish manipulative reports that distort and exaggerate negative information for the 
purpose of creating doubt and confusion. This distortion is exacerbated by the inability of the 
long side of the market to effectively counter the abusive misinfonnation proffered by the short 
traders. 

This infonnation asymmetry grants an unfair advantage to short sellers and is inherently unfair to 
shareholders holding long positions. It is critical that the Commission adopt symmetrical 
disclosure rules in order to remedy the current regulatory structure that has the effect of 
protecting the manipulative abuses of a small number of short traders at the expense of an 
overwhelming ml\iority of investors holding_ long positions. These changes would be consi$tent 
with the Commission's stated goal to enact reforms to improve investor protection and restore 
confidence in our markets. 

Thank you for your consideration of this letter. If you have any questions or would like any 
further infonnation regarding the issues raised in thi tter, please call the undersigned at (956) 
726-6614. 

sNix n 
C ef Executive Officer and Chairman 
International Bancshares Cmporation 

cc: Robert Khuzami, Director, Division of Enforcement 

2587147.3 

John W. While, Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
James Brigagliano, Co-Acting Division ofTrading and Markets 
Daniel M. Gallagher. CO-Acting Division of Trading and Markets 


